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ABSTRACT '°>
A compilation of experimental and calculated daca on the radia- _,
tlve properties of species important In Venusian entry Is presented.
_' Molecular band systems, atomic lines, free-bound, and free-free con- ;
f
tinua are considered for the prL_cipai radiating species of shock
heated carbon dioxide. A limited amount of data pertinent to the spe-
cies in the ablation layer is also included. The assumption Is made
that the Venus atmosphere so closely approximates pure CO2 that the
1 Invlscld layer radiation is due almost entirely to thermally excltcd
i 2 CO 2. The only exception Is the inclusion of data on the Violet band
i system of CN. For the principal contributors, recommendations are
_' made as to best property values for radiative heating calculations.
, A review of the basic equations and the relationships of the various
i emission-aosorption gas _.nperties is also included.
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A compilation of experimental and calculated data on the radia- i
cave properties of species important in Venuslan entry is presented.
Molecular band systems, atomic lines, free-bound, and free-free con-
tinua are considered for the principal radiating species of shock
heated carbon dioxide. A limited amount of data pertinent to the :
species in the ablation layer is also included. The assumption is t
/
made that the Venus atmosphere so closely approximates pure CO 2 that
the invlscid layer radiation is due almost entirely to thermally
excited CO 2. The only exception is the inclusion of data on the
Violet band system of CN. For the principal contributors, recommen-
dationu are made as to best property values for radiative heating
• calculations. A review of the basic equations and the relationships
of the various emission-absorption gas properties is also included.
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INTRODUCTION _'
'4
Calculations of radiative heat transfer to an entry vehicle
require a determination of the concentration of gas species in the
shock layer and the radiative contribution of all maJor species.
Such calculations are therefore dependent on inputs of the radiative
properties of each species to be considered. These radiative proper-
ties, variously presented as cross section, oscillator strength (f-
number), transition moment, transition probability, radiative life-
time, absorption coefficient, etc. are based on fundamental atomic
structur-" and, ideally, could be calculated. For some cases calcu 2
latlons are in fact available, which are sufficiently accurate for
radiative heating calculations. For most cases, howeverj no saris- • i
.f
factory calculations have as yet been undertaken, and resort must
be made to experimental determinations. A large number of such , ._i
experimental measurements have been made and reported in the litera-
ture in the past decade for many gas species with emphasis on the i_
i
gas species which are present in shock heated air; but the gases
: prevalent in _he atmospheres of the other planets have also been
5
treated to a lesser degree. 5
In the present paper, entry into the atmosphere of the planet ]
'_ Venus is considered. For direct entry, radiative heating is approxi-
mately equivalent to convective heating. Thus, heating calculations
must consider the radiative contribution in some detail, and such
:, calculations require inputs of the radiative properties no_ only
J
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of the invlscld layer species, but also the major species of the
: _ ablation layer.
The lower atmosphere of Venus is presently believed to consist
almost entirely of carbon dioxide. Reference I, for instance, con-
cludes that _arbon dioxide comprises about 97 percent or more by
volume of the lower atmosphere, with nitrogen as the next most
abundant gas. The rad_ation spectrum from the shock layer of a
Venus probe would therefore be expected to be dominated by species _
resulting from shocked C02, with contributions from CN, NO, or nitro-
gen playing a lesser role.
For most of the gas species expected to be present in the shock
layer, experimental determinations of the radiative properties are
reported in the literature, and for some of these species, the num-
_ , bet of experiments reported is rather large. The disagreement of
the various reported values is also frequently large and is an
indication of the difficulty of such experiments and the differing
assumptions which were made in order to reduce the data. Thus,
different calculations of shock layer radiation may vary considerably
as a result of using the various reported values for the radiative
properties available In the literature.
" The present work compiles and compares the radiative property
" data that are available in the open literature for Venus entry
shock layer radiation. Recommendations are then made as to b_t _i7
?
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valued to use in radiative heating calculations, based on what are
<
believed to be the most accurate daga. To some degree the species ".
of the ablation layer have also been considered, but comparatively
! little data are available. For example, data for several species ._ "_
thought to be emitted from phenolic carbon heat shields could not : _i
be found. ,_
No clear cut criteria were apparent to determine what radiating
t
species ought to be included. Species included herein are normally
considered in various radiative computational programs. But other _
species might well be included if data were available. The primary z
list of radiators considered is:
Molecular Band Systems '
C2 Swan
CO Fourth Positive
CO+ Comet Tall
CN Violet , ,
CH A-X, B-X, C-X
CF
• C3 :
Atomic Lines
C
0
?
2
5'?
[ I /
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5Free-Bound Continua
! C
0
C+
C-
O-
Free-Free Continua
Electron-ion
Electron neutral
The band systems of CH, CF, and C3 are included because, for
certain ablator materials, these will play important roles in the
ablation layer. C2 Swan band system may also be expected to be
more important in the ablation layer than in the shock layer. Sum-
, maries of the literature found for other band systems, which have
been considered of secondary importance, are contained in the appen-
dix. However, there is no conclusive basis to identify each radia-
tion species as being of prlma_y or secondary importance.
t
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SYMBOLS
A neutral atom
/
A+ a singly ionized atom
t
AUL Einstein coefficien_ for spontaneous emission '
Av,v,, Einstein emission coefficient for a vibrational band ' }
Av' summation of Av,v,, over all lower vib_rational states, _ .:
V II V V T : ;
?
c velocity of light ' ;
DO molecular dissociation energy i
d total degeneracy
E energy of atomic state "
e electronic charge
}
--e electron
fel absorption electronic oscillator strength
fv'v" absorption band oscillator strength
fj,j,, absorption rotational line oscill_c,Jr strength ,_
G Gaunt factor
g statistical weight
h Planck constant i
?
I energy radiated per unit solid angle per second in a _
transition
Io ionization energy
3 >
I
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Iv,v,, energy radlated per unic volume per unit solid angle per
" second in a vibrational band transition
J total angular momentum quantum number
J volume emission coefficient
k Boltzmann constant
k spectral absorption coefficient
M magnetic quantum number °
M electric dipole momeut of a moleculee
m " electron rest mass
e
N number of particles per unit volume
n principal quantum number in an atom
p parity substates due to A - doubling
Q _nternal partition function
• qv_v ,, Franck-Condon factor ._
Rra d portion of total dipole moment which includes vibration i
; and electronic motion
' Re(r) electronic transition moment of a band system
_ _ Rydber K constant
r internuclear separation distance
r-centroid
r poaitlon vector of particle fro_ center of maaa
S electron spin quantum number
Sj,j,, H_nl London factor
• S parameter in equation 42
1974014363-010
T temperature
vector velocity of particle relative to center c" _,;ass
X matrix element of electric dipole moment
Z nuclear charge
Zef f effective Duclear charge in electron-neutral interaction
s parameter in equation 41
80, A Klonecker symbol. 60,_, = 0 if A # 0, 60, A - 1 if A - 0
c0 permittivity of free space
A quantum number of the angular momentum of the electrons
about the internuclear axis
> wavelength, nanometers
Ath threshold wavelength for photolonization
u number of particles in an interactJng system
frequency
l quantum number of electron spin componen_ in the direction
of the internuclear axis
o cross section
o free-houn_ c.:oss-neci:lon from quantum number n level
o free-bound cross-sectlon for hydrogenic modeln
• Oth threshold photolonization cross section
radiative lifetime
element of confisuration space
e
wave function
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Subscripts
" Following standard notation, prime denotes upper state, double
prime denotes lower state of a molecular transition
i A refers to atom
e refers to electron
f free (unbound electron) state
: J rotational quantum number
n bound state principal quantum number
U, L generalized notation for upper and lower etatee -_
L
respectively of a transition '_%
%
v vibrational quantum number %
' U refers to each fundamental particle In an Inter-
, acting system.
• The International System of Units (SI) is oeed for all phyolca/ @
quantltlea in the present s_udy except where specifically noted.
Converelon of the equations t_ cgs unlto may be accompllehed by _-
removing the term 4_eO, _hich as been left intact in the equatione.
.?
_., ........ III i ........ - ........ t
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BASIC RELATIONSHIPS i
Once the thermodynamic properties (temperature, density, species
: = concentration) are known at each p in, in the shock layer, the :_
: radiative heating can be calculated from _he equation of transfer ....
The solution of this equation requires, in addition, knowledge of
:i
the total absorption by the shock-layer gas at each point. This
latter quantity in turn is obtained by summing over each radiative
absorption process of each species which contributes at the frequency
_..
of interest. In other words, the volumetric or linear absorption
: coefficient, k , of the shock layer gas is given by }
k - _,p
ip _
! wher: the subscript i denotes a particular species and p signl- b
lies a radiative absorption procesn It is often easier and more•
convenient to work with the absorption cross-section o rather _
than k since much of the dependence upon _emperature is eliminated, i _"
k
These two quantities are related _hrough the expression _
_, v,l,p i,p _ .
• :_
where NL represents the coral number cf absorbing particles of _ _
species i per unit volume. Those fad's,lye processes making "" $.
. contribution to the absorpt%on in a high t.mperature shock layer _ _
include discrete transitions in atoms, ions, and _olecules (including
2
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'i individual rotational lines, collections of lines comprising a band,
8
and groups of bands forming a band system), photoionization (atomic
i
? and molecular), which is also commonly referred to as a bound-free
transition, and free-free transitions or bremsstrahlung. For each
radiative process, there are a great many species that could be ,
considered. However, in this report, attention has been restricted
to those species and radiative processes which are important in the
inviscid and ablation layers for Venusian entry. In addition, the}
; radiative processes that contribute between the f_equencies of about
2 to 12ev (wavelength range 100-600 nm) are emphasized. These
/
limits, although somewhat arbitrary, were selected because for tempera-
_ tures typical of Venuslan entry trajectories most of the energy is
= contained within this spectral interval.
\
' or the more fundamental
/ The spectral absorption coefficient k .
quantity, the absorption ccoss-section, o, can be obtained experi-
mentally or be calculated by recourse to the theory of quantum :.
mechanics. Both procedures are extensively employed, and in many
_, instances, they are used together, with experiment providing values
for those parameters that are not possible or practical to calculate ._
; with present technology. In the followlng paragraphs, a brief out- ;%
llne is given of the quantum theory for calculating absorption coef- },
ficlents_ and how these theoretical relations are employed to inter- '
pret the experimental measurements.
f
• ._
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Line Radiation
The radiation emitted when electronically excited atoms undergo ',
_, transitions to lower levels gives rise to line radiation of frequency i
i ; VUL in which the photon energy of such a transition is
: hvUL = _ - EL (I)
The intensity of the line is given by i
_ IUL= 1
_ NU A_Lh_UL (2)
i'
_ Since
NU gU [-h_uL _
equation (2) becomes
i:
! NL gU - \"_/ (4)
:i ]UL = 4z _ AUL h'°uL e
The relationship between the spontaneous transition probability
and the absorption oscilla_or strength, or f-number is (ref. 2)
gL 8_2 e2 _
:" AUL" gU 4_£ m c3 fLU (5)
O e
i
\
I
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: _ Also, since 4
NL = Q gLe '2
• _ ,_
the integrated absorption coefficient for an individual atomic linei_ _
! may be written as g
' ( -,2 h UI,N __/kT gL fLU _e <s_:.-__ _< _ :-°-t::/ c6> :.,
o mc VUL ; ._,
• l
where equations 4 and 5 ha-rebeen combined and used in Kirchoff's :
A.
law: ;
IUL = /k\>B dv _ S_LV /k d_ '_, )
q
7
': _ Equation 6 gives no information about the spectral profile of the
:d
line• -_
Spectral llne profiles are dependent on the state of the gss
in which the llne is emitted (pressure, tempera=are, electron den-
sity, etc.) The inclusion of the important line broadening mechan-
• 5
.["
Isms into a prediction of half-wldths for polyelectronlc atoms IS '
: very complicated, and usually has a significant degree of uncertainty, i{
?
However, in high temperature plasmas, the energy contained in the _!
: wings of the lines is of importance and broadening must be accounted }
£og. Due to the wide ranges of ths various parameters _ha_ affec_
" line Ihapes, and the complexity of the pertinent theories, no des- :
} cription of this aspect of line radiation will be included here. 4
Stabs-of-the-art discussions of this problem may b_ found, for
? Y
,7 : -2#I,¢_
: J
...... -,-_e
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?" " example, in the texts by Penner, Griem, and Armstrong and Nicholls i_,;;
(ref. 2-4).
Diatomlc Molecular Systems
The absorption strength of a diatomlc molecular band system is
: generally stated in terms of an overall electronic absorption oscil- |i!
_ lator strength fel which is frequently treated as a constant for |i
t
! the band system. This concept for molecular systems derives directly
by analogy to its use in the integrated absorption intensity of a
: single line transition. This extension has been criticized by
, several investigators (Schadee, ref. 5, Wentlnk, ref. 6 and 7, and
Tatum, ref. 8) since it introduces ambiguities. These investigators
t
also indicate that use of a single fel value for an entire band
system has little real meaning. To appreciate these comments fully,
< it iS first necessary to understand how the band system oscillator -
strength is obtained. This derivation 18 briefly outlined below,
employing the notation adopted by Schadee.
To define an electronic oscillator strength for a band system
!. we begin with the oscillator strength for an individual rotational
llne and then sum this expression over all rotational lines in a
, given band and over all bands comprising a band system. The f-
: number for absorption from lower rotational state J" to upper state
J' is given by (e.g. ref. 5 and 9)
2
;, me c Ij,j,, dj,
°'_ fJ'J" = 4_° 2 --Aj,j,, (7)
2e dj,, "
o
} |'.2
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1,?
[ where Xj,j,, is the waveiengtn of the Lransition, dj, and dj,,
[! ! " the upper and lower s_ate degeneracies, respectively, and Aj,j,, _
is Einstein's coefficient for spontaneous emission. According to _i
quantum theory and the Born-Oppenheimer approximation (ref. 9), the _
=
Einstein spontaneous emission coefficient for a diatomic molecule Y
is written as
%
/, R Sj j,, _:64,_" rad ' .
Aj ,j,, X3
Az,_-3h .j,, dj
" o J ' (8) _.
where Sj,j,, is the H_nl-London (HL) factor (ie., rogatlonal line _i
intensity factor) and Rra d is the portion of the dipole moment ¢
that involves the vibrational and electronic motions. In more '_i
explicit terms, this quan_i_y becomes i"
" Rrad" _ f_v' Re(r) *V" dr 2 (9) :
_, , with ,_
J
;, and the summation being over all degenerate levels of the upper and
lower states of the transition. R (r) is commonly referred to ase
"-'[ the electronic transition moment, and as implied by the functional _;
_ notation, generally varies with internuclear separation distance, r. _ "'_,
, M is the dipole moment. _ .
5 4.
; !
?
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Several types of degeneracy occur in a dlatomic molecule. The
first is the rotational degeneracy associated wi_h the magnetic quan-
\
turn number M (M = -J, -J + i, ... , J). In tile absence of a magnetic ,
L
field, these 2J + I levels coincide A second degeneracy is the A ? _'
J
doubling of each rotational line in molecules whose electronic angular j ::
2
momentum A # 0. This splitting is due to a finer interaction between _ <
the rotational and electronic motious. The two A components are
rarely resolved and thus lead to a degeneracy of 2 - 60, A The• _
L
(2S + i) electronic-spln multiplicity of an electronic state is _
%
usually treated as a (2S + 1)- fold degeneracy since the energy :;
differences of the resulting substates is small in most cases. Scha-
dee (ref. 5) uses the symbolism M, p, and E to distinguish these _
three degeneracies and the same notation is employed here.
The H_nl-London factors obey a sum rule, but because different _
normalizations have been employed, many tabulations of HL-factors
differ to within a constant factor. (See ref. 5, 8, and 9). Each
normalization implies a slightly different treatment of rotational
<
statistical weights. The normalization used in this report is (ref. 5)
, Z_Z,' _,, Sj,j,,- (2S + l)(2J' +I) (II)
or in other words, the sum of the _L-factors for all transitions
from the levels with equal J' is equal to the number of Initial sub- _ ,
i
:' levels. The factor (2 - _o ) does not appear in equation (11) because
Sj,j,, aa defined in equation (8) represents the average angular "
?
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factor for the two A components. It is important to emphasize that
with this normalization, the HL-fac:ors, transition probabilities,
and osclilator streagti_s, of _he nwo A components are always equal. _,_
Intensities, and such phenomena as intensity alterations in homonu-
clear molecules, are governed by the populations of the component
levels. Tatum, (ref. 8), provides an excellent discussion, with
several examples, of how to incorporate properly the electronic and ,x
rotational degeneracies when calculating level populations.
When equations (8), (9), and (10) are combined with equation (7),
the result becomes
8_2m c _
e _ ev Sj,j,, (12)
fJ'J" 3he2 Xj,j,, (2 - _ ,A,,)(2S"+ i) (2J" + I)o _
The quantity [ I Rev,v,, i2 is another way of representing equation !
(9). If the interaction between the rotation and electronic-vibra- ';-
_f
tional motions is negligible, and in most cases this interaction can i
be safely neglected, _ I Rev,v,, I is the same for each rotational !
line of the band ("'.v"). Equation (12) may then be summed over all
3
rotational transitions and averaged over the substates to yield a
band oscillator strength as follo_s: _"
\
Schadee (ref. 5) gives a bibliography of HL-factors for various :!
molecular transitions.
%
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2 :.
8_r2m c )_ ] R 'v" m cX2,v ,,
,; e ev ,_ e :_
_ fv'v" " 3he2 ;_v'_"-(2 - go_,,)(2S" + i) 8_2e2 .:_
_: (13)
F
f
_: (2 - 6o,A,)(2S' + 1) _:
A Iv"
" (2 - 6o,A,,)(2S" + i) v ._;_
i 'V"
In performing this sun,marion, the ratio Ij,j,, was taken as unity. _
This ratio deviates from unity only slightly In nearly all cases,
and thus introduces little error.
_ Equation (13) cannot, in general, be simplified further. How-
ever, if the electronic and vibrational motions are strictly inde- _:
Y
pendent, which is equivalent to stating that R is not a function
e :
of r, the elect_onic transition moment can be removed from the :_
': integral in equation (9), substitution of this approximation into '?
equation (13) gives :_
8_2mec qv'v" _ Re2 ,_
" (14) -.-'
fv'v" 3he2 _v'v" (2 - _oA )(2S" + I) :_
i
: where qv'v" is the square of the vibrational overlap integral or,
: as it is more commonly referred to, the Franck-Condon factor. This _
:' parameter specifies the vibrational contribution to the total tran- %
.}
) sitlon probability. To obtain an oscillator strength characteristic ,
:_ :e
of a band system, equation (14) is summed over all vibrational bands. ',
"_ In performing this manipulation, the Xv,v,, are replaced by a ._
"? i -=
i .
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[ reference wavelength, (usually _:,aatof the 0-0 _ransition _0_0)
? •
and factored from the summation. "_en the sum t_le
[ qv,v,,= _ =1
v' v:'qv' v"
iS applied, there results ':
8_r2mc [ R 2 /f
e e
fei 3he2 k00 (2 - 6oi,,)(2S''+ i) :_
: _;
and upon combining with equation (i4)
! "\V vV"
fel = fv'v" XO0 qv'v" (16)
&
a form that is frequently seen in the literature.
i There are two obvious shortcomings associated with equation (16). _,
In band systems which encompass a wide frequency interval, replace- .{
ment of _v'v" by the reference wavelength 100 can lead to errors. _.
A second error arises from use of a constant R 2 value for the entire _:
e .<
band system. It has now been established for many band systems that
4,
the interaction between the vibrations and electronic motions Is _'
appreciable, thus making the electronic transition moment dependent i
on the vibrational transition. This variation, as well as that of _
the wavelength, makes it difficult to define a meaningful overall
electronic oscillator strength. Despite these limitations, equa- !,
tlon (16) continues to be employed since it provides a convenSent :=
y_
and simple means for estimating the absorption strength of band ayst_.
• g
: %
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When the electronic-vibrational interaction is non-negligible,
t
<
the factorization shown in equation (14) can still be achieled by
, means of the r-centroid approximation, a concept based on the Franck-
! .i
Condon principle and first introduced by Jarmaln and Fraser (ref. I0).
In this approximation, the electronic transition moment Is evaluated
- ?
at the r-centroid, rv,v,,, defined as the internuclear separation of _-, ¢
i
atomic nuclei at which the electronic-vibrational transition occurs.
This quantity, along with qv'v"' may be calculated from the vibra-
tional wavefunctions, but it is not yet feasible for many-electron
2 _
molecules to establish theoretically the relationship between _ Re
#
and rv,v,,. For several transitions, this relation has been deter- ,_
mined experimentally from measured vibrational band intensities (see,
for example, the survey by Schadee). When this dependence is known
and is employed in conjunction with equation (14), it is preferable
to use of equation (16).
Nicholls (ref. ii) has shown on the basis of a Morse approxi-
mation to the potential function that _v'v" is a unique and mono-
tonic function of Iv,v,,. As a consequence, one may also expect _:
2 to be a unique function of _v'v" The computations made byIR e
Schadee (ref. 5) tend to confirm this expectation. Because of this
2 and , Schadee concludes that it
: relationship between _ Re _v'v"
Is meaningful to define .:
8_2m c [ Re2(r)
fel (_) E • (17} !
3he2 X (2 - _oA,,)(2S" + I) " '_
I' i :
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< _ as a wavelength dependen_ electronic f-number, rather than try to
_ , establish a constan_ overall oscillator strength. With better poten-
;. tial approximations, such as Pd<R, the fel(X) values may devlate
slightly from the mean value defined by equation (17). However, for ;
transitions where calculations based on both the Morse and RKR
potentials are availeD±e, the difference between fel(A) results _i
, iS generally less than I0 percent. Such a discrepancy falls within
i
the limits of observagionai accuracy, and equation (17) is still a
}
?
' meaningful definition. In this reporg, we present electronlc oscll- :,
! lator strengths according to equation (17) since this form dlrectly
i accounts for the explicit wavelength variation of fel as well '!
as the wavelength dependence impliclc in _(R e) . Whenever sufficient s
experimental data were available, we have also constructed empirical _
o formulat; which express fel as a function of wavelength. This .
form should be particularly useful in radiative transport calr.ula-
ttons, or other applications, since knowledge of the r-centrotds is
not reqt_ired.
A comparison of _quaEion (17) wi_h equation (14) shows Chat
= the electronic oscillator s_rength fel can be obtained from mea-
sured vibrational band oscillator strengths fv'v" by division by
the appropriate Franck-Condon factor; that is -_
f
fel(l) . v'v" (18) !
qv0v '' ;.
;, t
F
c 1
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For bands where fv'v" is unavailable, the known variation of the
electronic transition moment with rv'v" can be used directly in
}: equation (14) to calculate fel" As pointed out previously, a
: 2 have sot yet proven feasible in a
}i I priori calculation, of _ Re
_, 2 must be determined
!i: multi-electron molecule. Consequently, [ Re
through suitable experimentation. The techniques frequently
_: employed involve measurements of radiative lifetimes T of excited
"_ vibrational levels, measurements of the total power emitted per
_ unit volume Iv,v. by a0vibrational band, and the integrated ab-
_ eorptton /kdv of selected rotational lines within a vibrational
}. band. These quantities are related to the electronic transition
;_, moment through Einstein's coefficient for spontaneous emission,
_:, Arty,, as follows:
++_ Zv'v" "_':v' _'v" h_v'v" (_)
:+ -" (20)
:-:, t ,, Av,v,, -- A,
+:++ (I h_j,j,,)
"" _e2 - kT
._. fkvdv " 4'e_m c Nj,, f.7'J" - e (21)
:. O e
_ where the induced emission te_n has been incorporated.
_i Although the above equations are written in terms of frequency,
+ - hereafter, following common practice, wavelength is used. Thus,
k
t_ the relations for Av,v,, and fj,j,, are
_ '"
_ .2 :'
_, .
>
'+ -+F--- i " I +++
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( _ _
_' 64_4 Z q_: , _. (r) ._
A'v" " 4_e° _'v"(2- ,_ )(2s'+ i) _;3h k3 ..... (22) :_
4
; and
'v'v" Sj,j,, ,_
• _, -" fel(Xv,v , (23) ,:_"
., ' :u.',." kj,j,, (2J" + 1) _!
which follows from eq:_a_ions (12), (13), (17), and (18). '_
_ 2 _
Although the above parameters are directly related to _ Re
: (or equivalently fel(k)), its determination is not without difficulty. ,i.
_ Approximations needed to obtain _ K 2 }can stron$1y influence the .:_
;:. e ?
accuracy of the final result. In emission and absorption measure- (';
, _ ments, perhaps the biggest difficulty is accurate specification of .°
the number of absorbing or emitting particles per unit volume (Is., -_
_ _.
, Nv, or Nj,,). This requires de_erminatlon of state properties and }_
, [ " the assumption that local thermodynamic equilibrium condl_ions pre- .-_
" i vall so that the fraction of molecules in a g_ven energy may be
calculated according _o the Boltzman distribution. Furthermore, the I i'_
total number of molecules of a partlcul_r type must also he known. :_
This quantity can De obtained from energy conservation principles, : ._
, provided the molecule's dissociation energy is known, Uncertainties -_
in this latter parameter can strongly influence the value deduced _
fOr the electronic transition moment.
The value of [ R inferred from radiative ltfatlme measure- :_
mente is independent of the dlssoclat_m energy because t_ this :_
method, one only monitors the relative change, wi:h t_, of the +_"
9 k
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"? ! _:"_ excited agate populatioa. The time constant for thi_ uecay is the
• , }ri inverse of the radiative iifetime which is conn_,cted to _ Re 1
':: throuah equations (20) and (22). Equat"/m (20) demonstrates that _ _.:
f_ the measured decay time involves the total spontaneous transition
'_ from the excited state v' to all lower states v". To obtain _ :_
Av,v,, for a particular vibrational transition, information about ,_
; i vibrational branching ratios (ie., how A, is partitioned among
_ i the Av,v.) is needed. But this requires, at least, knowlegge of :_2
_ the r_lative variation of _ R 2 between viorattonal bands, which _
i is not known a priori. To circumvent this difficulty approximate i:_
_, vibrational branching ratios, expressed in terms of the Franck-
._ Condon factors which are more readily calculated, are often employed, i}.
.- These quantities are obtained by substituting equation (22) into :_
_ equation (20) yielding 'i_._
%-_ %,v,,-_ I _ v"" (2_)._ ,, o 3h (2 - _o_,)(2s' + I)v"
": IRe 2 -_:: qv'v" (rv'v'') ._:
_. _e2(rv,v,,)_: If _ is assumed to be co,meant, it can be factored fro_
the stm_ation to give
._ Av' " _"Co (2- _oA,)-(2s''+I) ,,Xv'v"qv'v" (25)
\-
'_.
- }
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_ Re2 ) . The com-_.. where <[ represents _he a_erage value of _ R 2 (_
?
binatlon of equations (25) and (22) with the same assumption, then .._
reeultsin !
4
Av'v" lv'v" qv'v" "_
_ _, -3 (26) .._.
i, v_,, qv'v" ; _Xv'v" [ ?
or in terms of the measured lifetime : #
t "-3 _ "_'
i _V'V" qvlv'' '3f
= - -3 (27) _"
Av'v" _ _- Xv'v" qv'v" _
V" _-"
The band absorption osciJlator strength follows immediately from r,i_
equation (13) ,_:
E
- m c , (2 - 6 ,)(2S' + 11 1 qv'v" ii:
fv'v" = 4._e e '- oA _
o 8 2e2 Xv,v,, (2 - 6oh,,)(2s" + I) z [ -3XV'V" qv'v"
• V I! "'_
(28) _
and the corresponding electronic osc_llator strength is -_
fv_v,, meC i (2 - _oA,)(2s' + I) %
fel(X) =-- 4_E . r_'_qv_v,, c 8 2e_. Xv,v,, (2 - 6oA,,)(2s" + I) :'<,
(29) "-
°_' " _'V'V" qv_v" "i_i
_. " V"
_;,i ,
,_ It should be noted that equation (29) is essentially equivalent to "-<
_ - 2 hae been assumed.
_; equation (16) since a constant value for _ Re :¢_
_ _ .r
:i;,• , i (i_
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converting radiative decay times to electronic oscillator strengths, i_
?
it should, of course, be applied only co those transitions for which
._
the conditions of its validity are reasonably met. *i
, Equation (29) can be simplified further for electronic band , _!_
systems where the wavelength variation along a v" progression is _ _;"
small or the vibrational bands in the progression decrease rapidly _:_
in intensity (is., a nearly vertical transition in which v' = v"). )_
For these cases, the factor Xv,v,, can be replaced by an average
<
value and removed from the summation. Application of the vibrational ._
sum rule, _ qv'v" = i, then gives _i
i V tc _'_
m e (2- _oA,)(2s'+ I) _ !_
= 4_e e ,\2 -- (30) i!
fel o 8 2e2 ave (2 - _oA,,)(2s" + i) •
The CH molecule is an e_ample where this equation can be used with i i:_
some degree of confidence. Equation (30) is frequently employed _-!
..6
to define an effective fel for electronic transitions where it does i)!
not strictly apply. '!_
i The lifetime technique can also supply information about the '}
! transition moment variation by measuring T for several excited . :
states. This is generally accomplished by replacing [ (rv,v,,) _i i_
'_- In equation (24) wlth a truncated Taylor series expansion, and
-}: ._
._
For these transitions, only the diagonal _lements of the Franck- '-',_}
;: Condon factor array have appreciable values whereas the off-diagonal :_
)_ elements are zero or nearly equal to zero. _
:i
3
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using the experimental values of T in conjunction with calculated
• Franck-Condon factors to solve for the unknown coefficients.
Free-Bound Radiation
As its name implies, free-bound radiation occurs when a free
electron combines with an ion and excess energy is emitted as a
photon:
A+ + e- _ A + h_
? Such processes are also referred to in the literature as recomblna-
tion radiation and the inverse process as photoionization.
For a hydrogen-like atom the absorption cross-sectlon (for the
inverse process above) may be expressed by a relatively simple equa-
tion (see, for example, ref. 2_.
lO
64_4 e m Z4X3G
_. _ =- _ X < Xth (31)
n 3_3 (4_eo)5 h6c4n 5'
when X is in nm. Here _ is the cross-sectlon for photolonlza-
n
tlon from the nth quantum level, and exists only for wavelengths less
than the threshold wavelength, Xth.
In order to extend _he above to nonhydrogenlc species, several
_ factors should be taken into consideration. Yor the absorption
:_ process, only allowed transitions between the parent atom and its
ion should be included. In addition, the hydrogenic formula (eq. 31)
is inaccurate for transltlons involving the ground state and lower- '
¢
lying levels of the parent atom. It becomes increasingly more appli-
cable for higher levels, or increasing values of n. :
!il °
/
d
q_ ,. -_J ...... , ....
t
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" As in done In reference 12 an effective Z2 is defined by ::
2 n2(Eu
_ Zef f = - E£)/Ry (32) /;
,f
_. The cross-section then becomes
-" Ge2 3( EL)2
"_._ On = _ _/r- 2 (33) _i
J¢_ 4_ c m n
o e _;
._41_. where the value of the Rydberg constant = 2_2m:., e h3c (4%)2j
)_ has been used. For the hydrogen-like particle of ionization energy
.. Io,
!6 Ge2 1312 :i_
o = -- 2 5 (34)
n 3/3 4_TC c m n _;
0 e :_
: TL:., absorption coefficient is found by summing the product of o :i{;1 n
ar-d tr.eparticle number density of level n: ,-_
• ,m.
.s Ge21 2 _lo/kT .lo/n2kT _-N 32 'i:o 1
- [ N _ = e I-_ e (35) :_
"_ kv n n 2 _ :'i;" n Q 3/3 4_rc c m n n¢ o e
,. _ ._
; 2n2 ,_'_',
where the approximate hydrogenic upper level degeneracy, gn " ' : '_
:. has been used.
_i For purposes of shock layer transfer celculations, the above -_
! formulation is considered adequate for C and 0 atoms for n > 3. _:
%. . ,_
_ This applies to the wavelength range from the near UV into the IR. _
._, -_
_ In this range other processes are generally more important (lines, ._.
_. bands, and ionic free-free). Comparison of the hydrogenlc cross-sectlons "?_
•,_ ....._,- _ _.
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/.
: with more exact computations for C-atoms ar _ given in re_erence 13,
/
. whets equation (35) gives absorption coefficients that deviate from i[
\
:' the detailed calculations by no more than 45 percent between 300 and :;'
600 nm.
As wlch the ocher radiative processes, detailed quantum theory ,:_
calculations are difficult, and whet. extensive transfer calculations :_
are to be made, a measure of empiricism is desirable. This is par-
ticularly important for the lower-lylng levels--the deviation from
_ hydrogenlc cross-sectlons is most severe, and for high temperatures _!:"
': these levels are amo_g the most important contributors. Recourse '_.
, { .d
! to quantum theory for individual cross-sectlons with subsequent !
!. _ development of empirical fo_mulas appears to be the most expedient :_-
way of handling the problem.
_" For a photoionlzatlon process, quantum theory _ves the follow- -_.
ing formula for th." cross-sectlon (ref. 14): :i
r _n d T_e
°nf 3,1 gn n _ " '_
where _n is _he wave function for the initial state of statist_.cal o'i.
weight gn" _f is the wave function for the final state of the
original particles in which one of the electrons is free. The charge _.
_- of the uth particle of the system is e and r is the position , _,,
_,, vector of the particle with re_pect to the system center of _8. _!_
4, ,!.
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The major part of the problem is embodied in the evaluatlonf
of the dipole matrix elements
.= _ , d_' (37)
The above fo_amlation is refer_e_ to as the dioole length. An
equivalent expression
Xn£ = ; _n (38)
"w. }:. 3 ,,
c_ 111
is called the dipole "elucity formulation.
' The V_IFious ddtaited caicuiaticns of specific cross-sectlons
involve a number of :_s,_,,,n_pt.:s ab,,ut the wave functions and the
potentiai ftm-tion which appea_'s in the .qchr_dln4er equation. It
is not reasonable here [e go into de_aii on these aspects, but
: rather to preseut results ,,. , number ot the calculations for compari-
son among themselves and with ,:xperlment.
Free-Free Radiation
L
:: Free-free radiation arises au a result cf the process
A+ + e- -_A+ + e- + h_
._" in which a free electron, • , interacts with the coulomb field of
(_ another particle, A. The consequen_ change in energy of the electron
results in an emitted photon. 'I:he. cross-sectlon for the process is :
; normally evalueated in units of cm5 which when multiplied by the
<_" 1!
/
i i "
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number density product NA Ne- yields the linear absorption coeffl-
_ - cient in reciprocal centimeters. Detailed quantum-mechanical calcu-
lations of these cros_-sections are complex. An excellent procedural
outline on such calculations is given in the text by Armstrong &
Nicholis, reference 4.
The classical expression for the emission cross-sectlon of a
, ! free electron accelerated in the field of a particle of charge Z
, was developed by Kramers (see, for instance, ref. 2) and may be
_. ! 'written:
i 16_2 e6 X3Z2
i_ _ o 3,/3 hc4 (2_me)3/2 (kT)2 (39)
4 _ For X in nm and T in degrees of K,
i k3Z 2 5
_ ,I off = 1.35(i0) -43 7 cm (40)
} The corresponding emission coefficient is
Ne NA Z2 (-14388000_
_ Jff " 1.63X10 -34 X2 T½ exp • 7 ) (41)
, foc X in run. Foc electrons interacting with ions, this expression
appears to give reasonable results, (ref. 14a) and is considered to
_r
be sufficiently accurate for shock layer transfer calculations.
For electrons interacting with neutral particles, it is temptin8
_ to measure or deduce an effective Z 2 for the particle in queetion_
, and apply the Kramers equation, 40. This may be done to 8ive roush
i
/,
_ ,
e,
' I
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order-of-masnltude cross-sections for a limited temperature and
frequency range. This has been done in reference 15 over an exten-
sive _, T range, but mlghC be Justified by the fact that free-
free radiation from neutrals is not a significant process in the •
high-temperature radiance of equilibrium gas mixtures.•
t
_4
!
i
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DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS ._
Molecular Band Systems .'_
C2 Swan Band System d3 l_g _-_ a3Uu _'
Both experiment and calculation have been used to obtain oscll-
lator strengths for this well-known band system of dlatomlc carbon. :_
Table I summarizes tile experimental measurements, (ref. 16-25), and :_
the calculated values are presented in Table II, (ref. 26-31).
P
The experimental techniques which have been employed to measure
the f-number include furnaces (emission and absorption), shock tubes
3
(incident shock and reflected shock, emission and absorption), and g
lifetime measurements (phase-shift and laser excitation). All the ,-_%
available data, experimental and calculated, are presented in figure +_
: I. The experimental values of fel extend from 0.006 to 0.043 while
%
the calculations span a range from 0.024 to 0.24.
Note that most of the experimental data were evaluated at the
0-0 bandhead at 516 nm (all the calculated values in Table II used _'
approximately this t_velengtn). There is relatively little Informa-
tion regarding the variation with wavelength. Five of the molt
recent and most through sources (ref. 7, 19, 21-23) report veluee of +:
the f-number between 0.025 and 0.035 at the 0-0 bandhead. The cot-
• rect value surely lles within this range. We have elected to select :_
the mean of this range and recommend fel(0,0) = 0,030. + +'+
, ! 2
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As noted previously, only very limited data are available to
indicate the variation of f-number with wavelength. Mentall and
Nicholls, reference 52, and Jeunehomme and Schwenker, reference 16,
have each developed empirical expressions for the variation of the
transition moment with internuclear separation. These two relations
differ slightly but are in essential agreement. The Mentall and
Nicholls relation was used with the r-centroid values of reference
33 to determine the wavelength variation of oscillator strength, and
this in turn was normalized to fel(0,0) = 0.50. _he result is
shown in figure i. As Arnold, reference 19, points out, this method
gives good relative agreement with his measurements at the Av = 0
and Av = 1 sequences. A simple expression that adequately defines
this wavelength variation,
fel(1) = 0.030(516.5/X) 2"8
(wavelength in nanometers)
is shown on figure 1 and is our recommendation.
_L
/ i
[
k
?" ! i
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, ._ CO Fourth Positive Band S_stem A 21[ - X This extensive system
in the vacuum ultraviolet is the most important molecular radiator in
shock heated carbon dioxide. A number of investigators have reported _
_ its radiative properties using a variety of techniques; yet consider-
able uncertainty remains as to its oscillator strength. The fact that ;"
the wavelength region is in the vacuum ultraviolet (ii0 to 280 nm) _
adds to the experimental difficulties. When observed in emission, _
the bands are mostly overlapped. Since the system's lower state is 9
the ground state, it can be observed in absorption, and this technique ._
has been used to advantage. An excellent summary of all carbon mono-
T
xide bands is given in reference 34. :_
Figure 2 summarizes the f-number data available. Hexter (ref. 35)
-used the crystal field splitting of solid state CO to determine a _
_ value of fel = 0.148 at the 2,0 band, which is the most intense. In
_ a similar manner Brith and Schnepp (ref. 36) obtained a value of about
0.16. Lassettre and Silverman (ref. 37) used an electron impact tech-
nique to obtain fel = 0,24. However, this experiment was performed
again at higher resolution and a revised value of iv,v,,(2,0) = 0.0429 i
obtained. Using their relativo intensity measurements, and the fact
that fel = _ iv' they obtained fel " 0.195 _.le prior value <
V! ,0 *
_ of fel = 0.24 is not shown on figure 2, but the values for v' • 0 '
to 10 are shown from reference 38. Meyer and Lassettre (ref. 39) ?_
altered the experiment of reference 38 to permit measuring the elec- :i
tron impact spectra at zero scattering angle and obtained good agree- _
_i ment with the former result.
,?
g_
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Vargin, Pasyn_ova, and Trekhov (ref. 40) measured the emission '_
g
from the Fourth Positive band system in an arc discharge in the wave-
• length region 221 to 230 nm, and determined fel = 0.079. Using a i.
phase shift technique, Hesser and Dressier (ref. 41) determined a
lifetime of 10 ± 0.5 nanoseconds for the v' = 2 transition. In ref- ,_
' erence 42, they report a revised value of 10.5 ± 1 nanoseconds. In '_
,¢
reference 43, ttesser interprets this measurement with the aid of i_
relative emission data to derive f for v ) = 0 to 5, v" = 0 to _-It
12. For tnis data, figure 2 shows fel = fv'v" using the Franck- :_
) qv'v"Condon factors of reference 44. '_
Rich, referefice 45, used a shock tube _o heat CO to about SO00 K, _:
and measured absorption for a number of bands. H_s reported values of
fv'v" have been converted to fel and are shown on figure 2. Jeune-
,5
homme (ref. 46) measured a radiative lifetime of I0 ± 2 nsec, in good - _
Y
agreement with other investigators. However, he also performed ex- __
tensive absorption and relative intensity measurements, shown on ,a
figure 2, which are higher than other measurements and for which he
L7
quotes an equivalent radiative lifetime of 2.5 ± .2 nsec. This dis- i_
crepancy is not explained, but his absorption measurements were run }
at low density, and wall absorption may have been a problem. Penner, ._
reference 2, points out that wall absorption of CO can cause large _:
:: errors in concentration, even for pressures 100 times greater than _:
; those in reference 46. i_
r i
... -...... -. _ -__:. _.....-_
, 9
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Radiative lifetime was also measured by Wells and Isler (ref. 47j
_ using a level-crossing technique and they obtained _ = 9 ± 1 nsec
_ for the v' = 2 state. No conversion to f-number was made in reference
• 47. Chervenak and Anderson (ref. 48) measured lifetimes for the first
six vibrational levels (v' = 0 to 5) which ranged from 14.3 to 16.6
nsec. They report fv,v,,(0,0) = 0.0097 which would yield fel = 0.086.
Their longer lifetimes as compared to references 41 42, 46 and 47 is
; unexplained.
_ The curve-of-growth method was employed by Pilling, Bass, and
and Braun (ref. 49), who determined fel for v' = 3 to 8 ranging
from 0.128 to 0.175. Mumma, Stone, and Zipf, reference 50, using elec-
{ iron collision spectra, determined relative transition probabilities
5
< which they converted to an absolute scale by normalizing to other pub-
, fished values. On this basis, they quote fel = 0.15. Their tran- w?
[,
sition probabilities have been converted to oscillator strengths and
included on figure 2.
Several experimenters have obtained oscillator strengths for this !_
system near fel ' 0.15. In most of these cases the data were based
on measurements on the 2,0 band (X = 147.7 nanometers). The variation .._
with wavelength has been studied by several of the investigators,
and their findings are in essential agreement. In reference 50, the :;
_ variation of transition moment with r-centroid was found to be R 8
e _
R (1 - 0.6r). Jeunehomme's power series in frequency closely _._
i. e,o
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approximated the same result. The recommended curve on £igure 2,
- 80
(with X in nanometers) has been selected to go through f - O.lS at ':'
148 nanometers and is in good agreement with the curve fits of ref-
,¢,
erences 50 and 46. It is also in general a_cord with other studies
that covered a significant wavelen_:., range. The evidence suggests :_-
the correct value of fel lies within ._30 percent of the recomme;ided _ :_
curve. _
2
/.
N
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¢
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CO+ Comet-Tail Band S/stem A2it_ - X22+ This band system received its
. name from the fact d_ac :t is =he most prominent band system observed :,
t'
in the tails 02 comets. !-,: is also observed in fluorescent spectra ::
from the atmosphere of Venus. The first investigltor to present _
4
values of Zhe band, osciilazcr strength, fv'v"' for a large number of :i
i
bands was Nichoi!s, reference 51. He combined radiative lifetime ::.
data of Bennett and Dalby, reference 52, with the data of Robinson :i)
and Niche!Is, reference 55, to obtain absolute values of fv'v"" :_i,/
However, the lifetime values of Bennett and Dalby have been challenged i_
by Anderson, Suther!and, and Frey, (ref. 54), whose more recent and
presumably better w:iues arc significantly larger •:• i
2
Whereas Nichoiis used Fran_k-Condon factors based on Morse po- ._
tentials, Jain and Sahni, reference 55, analyzed the data of Robinson
and Nicholls using Franck-Condon factors and r-centroids based on : _
RKR potential functions. They then used Nicholls' technique and :i"
Bennett and Dalby's radiative lifetime data to calculate absolute i ,:'_
values of fv'v"" )j
Spi.idler en,l_,9_._i.K,rozerence 56, obtained values of fv'v" :_
from Bennett and Dalby's iife_.ir_,emeasurements by a much more direct .9
°',t
;5
technique than that used by Nichoils and Jain and Sahni, Despite _
the fact that Spindler and Wentink's Franek-Condon factors and r- _-
centroids were calculated using Morse potentials, their work probab- _;:
,_
ly constitutes the best reduction of the data of reference 52. The 9
values of fv'v" reported in reference 56 are, in most cases, about '_i
double those of Nicholls and Jain and Sahni. :_;_'-:,
_,.
,i?.
t
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" Anderson, Sutherland, aad Frey, (ref. 54) calculated f 'v" :_"*, ' V
values from lifetime measurements using a technique described by '?
._ Anderson, (ref. 57), which is similar to that used by Spindler and ::_
i_ Wentink. They used their own lifetime measurements together w:th !_
unpublished Franck-Condon factors and r-centreids calculated by hlbrit- _i
'., ton using RKR potentials. Their values generally lie between those :_
' , of Spindler and Wentink and those or Nlcb.oJ i_. and Jain and Sahni, _>
(. and are believed to be the best currenL[-" a'.;_labte. The value_ 9
2i- fv'v" from reference 54 have been conver_e_ to fel(_,) -- fv'v _,_
_ qv'v" _
(, i using the Franck-Condon factors due to A!br{_tton. ;_
-_ The equation ,i!
:-. _ 3ex p 4X5)= 7 24 x 10 [-(7.73 x 109 ' :
let * 8""_ _ tO" /4,
has been found to fit the results quite well. This function is ._
,E
shown in figure 3. _
_:. .,_
_, It should be noted that although the r-centroid approximation "_;
-:>
, has been questioned by some investigators, its va.lidity for the Comet- i_
_- Tail System is demonstrated by the results of Krupenie and Benesch, '
reference 58.
%,
,::,- ,
:i_ D.L. Albritton; gnvironmental Research Laboratory, National Oceanic
_ and Atmospheria Administration, Boulder, Colo.
4'
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" CN Violet Band System B_2 _-_ X_,_ The violet system of the CN -_
-_
radical has been extensively studied in the past. Recently, Arnold
and Nicholls (ref. 59) reviewed the work performed within the past , ,
decade, along with making their o_m measurement of the electronic a
transition moment. Their results and survey are recapitulated in _.
Table III where, for convenience, the same format employed by them .,_
_4
in their Table IV is used. tn addition, earlLer sources not considered :_,
by them have been included. In order to facilitate comparisons between -}
experimenters, the transition data have been converted to a wavelength- 2
dependent electronic oscillator strength, ,_.
The results g.iven by Dunham (ref. 60), _qhite (ref. 61 and 62), :;"
:::_
and Tsang, et al (ref. 63) are probably not too reliable. Dunham ;,
stated that his f-value was only tentative since his computed CN
concentration was sensitive to the dissociation potential and vapor .,_!
pressure assumed for carbon, Kudryartsev, (ref. 64), reviewed White's a
work, (ref. 61), and expressed doubt as to whether the CN concentra- ..,
tion was predicted correctly. In a subsequent paper, White, (ref. 62), ':_,:_
considered this question, and x"lJca_ea _hat his previous estimate ::!.
for the CN conc_,ntration may have been too high by a factor of 3-4 :i.
since he failed to account for secondary dissociation of CN ky elec- _,.,
:, trical dischange through C2N2. Ile,therefore, revised his earlier , ,,_.
il. f_value upward. In regard to the result deduced by Tsang, et al _
,7,
,- (ref. 63), the authors c._aimed only an order of magnitude agreement
,d
with the true value. _ ._
3
,:g
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42 :!_
Oscillator strengths deduced _.,_: ,:.....' ., _ =,_ }_]listic range "-J
measurements are strongly depende_,r. _,,_ :.... ' :_:_.,_ ._::ic.n energy assumed
for CN. This sensitivity is demons_la_,_ !.,;::.ir_;_rn:s rosults, (ref. <
: 65), and as Table III shows, a wile ra:.,c., c,= c_..._ociatloa energies -c!_
have been used, Consequently, _?.<. :_c_._;_r,,_,., -'<d ,_._reement among _
the fel(X) values obtained from re_,_,._. -:,:c.. :'_.:._._ an_ ballistic _l
range studies is somewhat decep_:L:,',. '_;;_...: ........ ".... _,_ co a common dis- '_:_
?
sociation energy, large disparities ca._:_c< _,:, _"
?
Arnold and Nicholls , (rcf. 59), __._.,:;:.=_::z:=.._c.:.:_=)"dctarmined the ._
:&
dissociation energy and the e]ectroni,.'. L.',_;.s!L_'onmomenZ by making .;
measurements at widely separated tc_:pc, a,.-_,..vo_. ".!'he-,: observations ':'
yielded an fel(1) at 386n_: of 0.05:3 _-._ta L. ,: = 7.89eV. Since _
_.
they exercised considerable care in 5ht.L2 ,_w,.<...........I_o this result ,::
, 5_
has been used herein as a standard aga_.,J,.;=_<:',ich.he o'cher shock tube _
.%
results have been compared, Correction t.,-, _ -- " 89eV can be
accomplished by noting that (ref..%!;) ._
1) "_ 5
; fel (x) a exi ....,.,":-,'
i where T is to be considered a coasu._,, te L ._. ,o _,:i_c_emperature -]!
• .;<
actually observed during the ab.-;orp_io:, o. ,.:_,,_-.:.,.,_, measurement), , /
/ ,/,
Arnold and Nicholls have performed such a cem,_a_..Lso,_and found that
', the f-_&lues obtained by Menard, ez _._. (_'ef. 6O 67) Kudryavtsev, ' ._.
; %;
(ref, 64), and Ambartsuumyan, et a_' (_'of. _._.,_-'' , ,_. ,: io_er than their , ._._"
_. result by about a factor of 2. 5im_l_'_'/_,,,;._"_'::_L;_.,':'h's unpublished _ -:'_
.! h
" 1
£,
3 i °_;"
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_! value reported by Wentink, et el. (ref. 7, is higher by approximately
,,,,7 40 percent. P.eis' (ref. 69), and McKenzie and Arnold's, (ref. 70),
_arlier measurements were found to agree well with the results of
_ reference 59 when corrected to D = 7 89eV Levitt and Parson's,
o,CN_. ' "
:_ (ref. 71), value is lo'_, but it should be noted that they assumed
_ fel = 0.027 was correct and employed measured CN emissions to
" deduce a dissociation energy which agrees well with the Arnold and
Nicholls value.
, Oscillator strengths found by the radiative lifetime technique
" are independent of dissociation energy uncertainties, and as Table
III shows, brac,,et the result found by Arnold and Nicholls° The
? electronic f-number given for Liszt and ttesser, (ref. 72), is an
_.
, average of their (0,0), (1,1), and (2,2) band f-valu._s converted to
_ fel(X) values, which were nearly constant. Liszt and Hesser tried
to compare their phase shift results as closely as possible with those
" of _loore and Robinson in reference 73 (who were in good agreementq,
¢,
with the earlier work of Bennett _i Dalbv in reference 74), but wore
: unable to reveal an, reasor, _o-" ',:m disparity between the two measure- i
': ments. After a review ot all the results reported in Table III,
., the Frosent authors must agree with Arnold and Nicholls that the true
:° electronic f-number lies in the range bounded by the lifetime results.
;_ Until additional measurements are made to narrow this range, it is re-
_ commended that Arnold and Nicholls' result be adopted as the mean
_, value for the Av = 0 sequence electronic f-number at 386nm, with the
/
.- _.......... - ....... ----q .....
2
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44 ._
radiative decay measurement:; _)ro','a_a_:_., tl,c :o_<..," ,:,,,_ ,.:_u_r i "mzts of
uncertainty.
The variability of the c_eLtr_a_c _:',ms_tz_>a n_omea_ with _nter-
nuclear separation was studied i,_.reference,:. 76 Ic ".J and in a [
i
recent review by Klemsdei, (ref, 79). Nici_oll_, L_'et. 75), c!a_med
>
an appreciable variatxon of Re, bat. ais resul-c dL_agcees substantially
with all the other investigati_m_ wnz<;',sko;_ I_.I_,_ or ao var_at.,.on.
f
Parthasarathi, et al. (ref. 70"_, fou;:2 R w=s ,,,-,.ctic.!iv constant
c
I
even for high vibrational leveis. Rcls, U'ef. o9), indicaLed th'lt
the ratio of R for the Av = +l to Av : -i ['and ._equence was
e
: 0.90, a value which compares welt _iti_ Arnoi,.i ttll_i .... _tO±l recent
measurements [Re(AV = *,j/Re'.... (:._v = --1) -- 0.404 i . TI:c please shtft
measurements of Moore and Robinson, [vet. 73_, albo showed a slow
variation of Re,[Re(AV = +l)/ReCAV : -1) a 0.94 i • 'l'iu_.S, based on a
summary of prior work the conclusion is that i_ ts practically
constant. Although the precise variation Lb yet _" be determined,
this assumption should be adequate for most radLatxve calculations. '
1
i
A constant transitioa moment as discussed pre\:.touslv _mp!ies
t-1fel(X) : so the present reconunendac_on t'or l'hc ',iolct s)'stom is
45
" CII _lecule
Data pertaining to the electronic oscillator strengths of the .[
?
! A2_ - X2a, B2Z - X2I, and C2Z+ - X21I band systems of the CH radical :}
• _• are summarized in Tables IV and V. These tables are felt to be _
reasonably complete, although the possibility of omissions cannot -%
5
be excluded. To facilitate comparisons between theory and experiment, _ ._
the data are grouped into experimental measurements and analytical
, i
, calculations. Pertinent features of each experiment or calculation _
are included under the Remarks column. The wavelength to which the _!
_2
oscillator strength corresponds is also listed. :_
Except for Dunham's, (ref. 60), and Linevsky's, (ref. 81), ab-
sorption measurements, the experimental results were radiative decay i
measurements which have been converted to an equivalent electronic
i >
: oscillator strength by means of the expression:
< cX2 -;;
_ 4_e m d' 1
? feZ(X) = o e -},:8_2 e 2 d" _ :_
where x is thc lifetime, end I the (weighted) wavelength at -,
J
which the measurement _as made° In most cases the values for X
i and fez listed in Table IV are taken directly from the original >
sources. As pointed out in an earlier section, the above relation- -_
3
ship must generally be used with caution, but for the CH bands, it _,
t_
should provide an excellent approximation to the electronic oscilla=
tor strengths since the assumptions invclved in its derivation are :_
fairly well met. _
_f
.?
: _
>
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Dunham measured the absorption by tile R_(I) line of the (0,0)
band of CH in a graphite tube maintained at 3130 K, and derived a
tentative f-number based upon a calculated Cti concentration, which
he stated was sensitive to the values adopted for the dissociation
potential and vapor p;'essure of carbon. As can be seen, his result
is about an order of magnitude larger than the more recent decay
measurements, and since it is approximate, should not be given much
weight.
)
Of the four lifetime measurements made on the A'A - X211
system, only deunehomme and Duncan's, tref. 82), results are in disa-
greement. They did not provide any explanation for the discrepancy.
Hesser and Lutz, (ref. 83), have noted in a footnote to their paper
that two lifetimes reported by deunehomme and Duncan in Reference 82
were revised, and have interpretated this as an indication that some
problem was apparently encountered in the measurement of the A-State
lifetime, which should therefore, be disregarded. Without additional
information on which to make a judgement, the present authors concur
in this asse.qsment.
The value leg = " 0012 given by Bennett and l}alby, (ref. 84),
for the B-X band system was based on a preliminary measurement of
the B2g" lifetime. This value is low by a factor of 2.5 in com-
parison to that for the other two decay measurements and to Linevsky's
relative absorption measurement, and probably should not be given
much weight. Since Bennett and Dalby used a IOnm band pass centered
h dllb_ _ x
1974014363-049
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, at 390nm, thezr observed B-state lifetime may have been influenced !_
by emission from the atomic hydrogen line at 397nm. Both Fink and
Welge, (ref. 24), and l lesser and Lutz employed a narrower band pass :_
(2nm and Snm) and thus were able to exclude this foreign emission.
Linevsky's relative absorption measurement appears to be the i_
only experimental data available on the C2F_+ X2N band system. -i
tiesser and Lutz, (ref. 83), did measure the C-state lifetime, but ':
found that the data could not be represented by a sxngle exponential ,:_
decay. The possibility of radiative cascading from higher lying .!£
%
excited states was excluded because such states have not been ob- _
served in emission. Their observations were adequately described
_'
in terms of overlapping emissions from states with two distinct ::_
• rlifetimes, both of which were considerably smaller than the radiative
decay time expected on the basis of Linevsky's f-number. This was _
- interpretated as evidence for predissociation of the C-state. "_
Comparison between the theoretical predictions of leg' (ref. J i!?
85-87), and the corresponding experimental ql,antitie_ show only an _ -,,.
order of magnitude agreem,m_. !ido, (ref. 85), states that this _ !_
: is about the limit of accuracy achievable with a modern single con- _ _,,;:
_' figuration re,mutation. She also computed transition probabilities ]
f
;" using the length and velocity forms of the transi:ion operator in _
an attempt to determine which form was preferable to use with approxi- !
_ mate wavefunctions. Since both forms gave results with comparable
" laccuracy, no conclusion could be drawn•
' t
"_,_
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None of the experimental studies listed in Table IV specifically
examined the variability of tile electronic dipole-transition moment :
: with internuclear separation. Hue, (ref. 85), however, theoretically
_ investigated the effect of electronic-vibrational interactions on
• the A-X transition and found the influence, for all practical pur- J;
poses, to be negligible. Clearly, further studies are needed to
define the variation of Re(r) for each band system.
Recommended values for the electronic oscillator strengths of :_
-?
the A-X, B-X, and C-X band systems of CH, based upon a review of the _,
results contained in Tables IV and V are given below. The values :!
i for the A-X and B-X systems can be considered as being reasonably _
well established and, therefore, not subject to further large
changes. However, the fed for the C-X transition may have to be
revised as more data becomes available. 4
-_
RECOMMENDEDELECTRONIC f-NUMBERS FOR _
BAND SYSTEMS OF CH _,
System fe_ _ (nm)
_" A2& - X2g 0.0053 431.4
B2Z - X2_ 0.003 587.1 :_
L
C2g x2n 0.0063 314.3
d
q
• ,)
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: _ . CF Molecule _
• } Electronic tran:;ition moment data for band systems of the CF
_ radical are scarce The only sources uncovered are the shock tube i
studies made by ltarrington and his colleagues, (ref. 22 and 88), per- _
: raining to the A2_ transition and the radiative decay mea- -_
:_ surements of tlesser, (ref. 42, 43) for the A2_ * - X2g and :_
B2E X2i[
- systems. Due to a computational error, the f-values ori- z
ginally given by llarrington, et al.(ref. 22), for CF were too low by '_
a factor of 10; revised f-numbers were reported in reference 88 The _• _
! reader should be warned that the numbers actually quoted are emission <
;, oscillator strengths rather than absorption f-values which are em- _
ployed in this report. The relationship between the two is: )
dl, %
ems dU abs }_
Wentink and Isaacson, (ref. 89), calculated equivalent electro.tic ._!
,?
oscillator strengths using ltesser's earlier lifetime measurements,
(ref. 42), and compared them to the corrected shock tube results of
i
: _arrington, et al. (ref. 88_. The calculations were made assuming _
R = constant. Reference 89 also tabulates Franck-Condon factors 7"
e :_
based on a Morse potential for the A-X and B-X band systems. In a
.'}
later paper, ttesser (ref. 43), remeasured several of the excited "_
' Z,
state lifetimes reported in his previous paper, (ref. 42), employing -?
an improved experimental technique. The new lifetime results for ,_
the A and B states of CF were essentially identical to his old <_5
values. Hesser used these lifetimes in conjunction with the Franck- _:
/ g_
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Condon factors of reference 89 to compute fv'v" arrays under the
assumption that R is a constant. In addition, he assumed that 95e
percent of the observed B-state lifetime was due to transitions into
the ground state while the remainder was due to the spectroscopically
unobserved B-A transition. A comparison of the various measured
and calculated oscillator strengths is presented in Table VI.
We have converted Hesser's band f-numbers to fe_(_) values by
dividing by the appropriate Franck-Condon factor taken from refer-
ence 89. Only fez corresponding to the 0-0 transition wavelength
is listed for Hesser because, since he took Re = constant, the feL
_' at another wavelength can be obtained from the expression:
fe_C_) x= o_o fez (Xo,o)
7
< As the table shows for the A-X transition, there is reasonably
! good agreement between the f-numbers derived from Hesser's lifetime
:. measurement and Harrington, et aL's emission data on the basis of
shock tube determined CF2 and CF heats of formation. It should be
_' pointed out, however, that Harrington, et al. also analysed their
data using JANAF heats of formation and obtained f-numbers that were
; a factor of 10 higher. Wentink and !saacson, (ref. 89), have argued?
!¢
,: that these latter values are unrcalistically high. Moreover, oscil-
i,
,_ later strengths derived from lifetime data are independent of
_ the thermochemical properties, and in this case, tend to favor the
lower value. Ontil more measurements are made and more data becomes
available, we recommend the following tentative values:
"-
; l _ ..j
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- 0.026 at _ 233 nm
A2_  X2Nfe_(_) = =
" B2Z X2_ feg(_) = 0.016 at _ = 202,5 nm
heats of formation
CF2 -39.7 kcal/mole
CF 49.2 kcal/m_le
The variation of electronic transition moment with internuclear
separation is not known for these two band systems of CF. Harrington,
et al. computed fe_ valuec from their measured emission data for
the (0,0), (0,1), and (0,3) band sequences at 232.9, 237,7 and 254.7nm
of the A-X transition. An examinatio_iof the equation they used to
theoretically predict the emitted intensity reveals that they essen-
tially assumed R was constant, tloweve_, their reported f-valuese
display a much greater variation than expected on the basis of an
inverse wavelength dependence (ie., Re = constant). This is perhaps -
/
an indication that ge is variable, but further work is needed to
clarify this point.
Since the Morse-potential Franck-Condon fa_tors given in ref-
erence Q5 are apparently the only ones published, we recommend
that they be used until more accurate arrays based on realistic
potential functions become available. This is an area requiring
further study because there is experimental evidence (ref. 90) that
vibrational levels of the A-State with v' > 2 are predissociated.
2
_ d
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Triato_ic Carbon, C3
_ Oata on the absorption spectrum of gascous C3 a _ extremely
scarce. The few source5 that have been uncovered in the literature
?
range between the extremes of absorption measurements made at cryo-
genic temperatures (20 at.. 4 K), (refs. 91 to 95), and absorption
measurements made in _' _rap,,'te furnace characterized by tempera-
tures in excesa of 3000 K, (ref. 96). The spectra obtained for
these two situations differ significantly f_'om one another. At
extremely low temperatures, only transittons from the low_st vibra-
tional level of the ground electronic state are observed and display
a discrete liJ_e structure; at. the temperatures found in a graphite
furnace the absorption spectrum shows a complex structure charac-
i
terized by discrete transitions in the neighborhood of the well-
known Swing bands at 405 nm superimposed upon an underlying continuu_. ,_
Brewer and Enge/ke, (ref. 96), have demonstrated that the underlyi_ig
continuous absorption is not a true continuum b_t involves transitions
¥
between the same two electronic levels that are responsiLle for the
Swing bands. In fact, they uere able to qualitativel,, explain L
their observed spectra in terms of a blending of many weak closely
' ,f
:;_aced rotational lines into a p:,eudocontinuum, upon which a fe_
: rot:_ional lines ot particularly strong bands stood out. Thc sub- ;
sc,luent rotational-vibrational analys_s of gaseous C3 b)' gausset : *
: 'c al. (ref. 97) has clarified the reason for the appearance of
i ',,e_.u _'o_;:_,_al Itnes and hence C3's spectral complexity. In _
-j
1974014363-055
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_ both electronic states, C3 is linear with a bending frequency in
-1
. the ground levei of approximately 70 cm 'the bending mode of the
excited electronic state, on the other hand, was found to have a
large Renner effect (ie., interaction between the vibrational and
electronic motions) which removes the degen,..Tacy associated with
this mode. The particular significance of these findings is that the
absorption spectrum of C3 should be strongly dependent on temperature.
Consequently, extrapolation of results obtained from absorption
measurements made at cryogenic temperatures to ablation layer con-
ditions will be difficult, tf not impossible, wzthout exp!icit
knowledge of its temperature variation.
Interpretation of cryogenic measurements is also made difficult
b)" so-called "matrix" or solid state effects (refs. 91, 92, 94). In
this phenomenon carbon vapor is trapped in an inert solid matrix,
such as Argon or Neon, formed at extremely low temperatures, typically
20 K or lower. Although only the lowest vibrational level of the
ground electronic state is populated at the_e low temperatures, there-
by simplifying the :_pectral _imlysis, the solid matrix perturbs the
trapped C.. molecule, and such perturbations are easily detectable.
J
For example, the observed absorption spectra are found to be shifted
relative to the gaseous spectra by differing amounts depending on
the matrix employed. Weltner, Walsh, and Angel1, (ref. 91), noted
subbands appearing in addition to the principal bands which they
attributed to the existence of multiple matrix sites offering differ-
ent invironments.
1974014363-056
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:_ The f-number of the 405 nm line group was reportcd in references i
_. 92 and 94 but these values disagree by approximately two orders of
magnitude. This variance among f-numbers is probably indicative of
_ their reliability. It is obvious that many more measurements, encom-
e'
_ p_ssing a wxde range of temperatures, is needed to better define the
absorption spectrum of C3 In the interim, use of Brewer and Engelke'sL
data, (ref. 96), is recomm nded, since their measurements were made
!: at a temperature typical of that expected in the ablation layer.
?
': ' Figure 4 gives a plot of absorption cross section versus fro-
?
_ quency, while Table VII provides numerical values. These results
_ were obtained by digitizing Brewer and Engelke's absorption curve
) i and divtdxng by the value they gave for the C3 concentration appropriate
%
to their experimental conditions (N = 5.268x1016 cc-1). The uncer-
tainty in cross section is about a factor of two since this is the
accuracy quoted by Brewer and Engelke for their estimate of the C3
_ number density. Thi_ is exclusive of measurement and digit_,zing
errors.
The reader should also note that the results presented in
, Figure 4 and Table VII pertain to a temperature of 3200 K and in ac-
_ cord with our previous comments will vary with temperature,
7,
,!
u _
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_ Franck-Condon Factors
_ I, Franck-Condon factors based on Morse potentials are available _!
_' _ for all of the band systems of interest here; for many of them im-
'_' _, proved potential models such as the Rydberg-Klein-Rees and Klein- '_.,_
_i, i Dunhampotentials have been employed. Table VIII indicates sources '_.
_ i of tabulated Franck-Condon factors for the various band systems. ,[,
i _! Also, Tables IX to XV reproduce limited arrays from certain of these i_:!
references. The references selected based their calculations on :_
k ! either RKR or KD potential model. -_
i &
t; '_'>-
¢
|
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Cross Sections for Free-Bound Continua _
, ?
The available pertinent literature sources have been examned :.
which deal with free-bound processes from neutrals as well as for posi- :_
tire and negative ions. Most important are those dealing with carbon _,
and oxygen neutrals, since Venus entry shock layer conditions are _
such that significant radiative transfer results from the emission due :i
to electron capture. Of lesser importance, but worthy of inclusion in
radiative transfe_ calculations, are the free-bound processes for the -_
species C+, C', and 0-. .:}
, Because of the large amounts of energy involved and the relatively _ ,,_
high concentrations of C and 0 in _he shock layer, transitions of the 'i:
type: : _
i'_ A `H H +eA+ - ._;
._!
,_, from the lower-lying levels of the parent atoms require special atten- ._
:_ tion. These transitions occur for photon energies in the vacuum-ul-
:: traviolet region of the spectrum. :i_
Oxygen atom cross sections have been extensively studied for -.:
4
} earth entry applications as well as for upper atmospheric photochemical '_
._ if!
: processes. For oxygen the pertinent transitions and their correspond- :_
,? -'_
_. ing photoionizatton edges are:
OI OII k edge, nm (i
_. 3p -_ 4sO 91 i i ':_
{:i" 3p + 2D° 73.2 i _
i" 3p  20 66.6
1974014363-059
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%
_ _ 1D ¢ 2D° 8_.8
_ 1o . 2pO 74.4
!o ': IS + ?
_ *p 85.8
The transitions resulting from a single energy level in the
parent atom result in cross-sections which are atomic constants. For
el there are three such temperature-invariantcross-sections of impor-
tance, all in the far ultraviolet (_ < I00 nm). Theoretical calcula-
tlons of cross sections reported in the literature exhibit a variety
of spectral dependence, primarily due to the different approximations
" and assumptions made in performing the computations. Use of more accu-
: rate wave functions should provide more reliable information.
Experimental data for the VUV cross sections of oxygen are rela-
tively scarce and generally of insufficientaccuracy to indicate
: clearly the spectral variation. Pl_ts of these cross sections for O
are given in Figures 5a, 5b, 5c, showing the results of several authors,
(refs. 12, 115-117). These plots exhibit the disparity of the various
computations and how the experimentally obtained values compare with
#
the various theories, in g_nera!, experimental values are somewhat
higher than the computed cross-sectlons. Reference 118 gives empirical
J curve fits to the data of reference 117.
;_ References dealing with carbon atom photoionization are fewer in
).
number than for the corresponding oxygen processes and are generally
_ o_ more recent vintage. The relevant processes appear to be:
_5
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CI CII ,_ edge, run
3p _ 2pO !10
5p + 4p 74.7
1D + 2po 123.9
1D + 2pO 144.4
5S + 4p 99.8
The transitions 3p_4p, 5S 4p have not been discussed in the literature,
probably because of their relative unimportance in comparison with
the others. A summary of the available sources is presented in Fig-
ures 6a, b, c, showing results of references 113, 114, 119, and 120.
The cross section for the process:
C + C +  -+ hv + + e
(2p) (1S) _ edge = S0.86 nm
is of lesser importance due to the short wavelength threshold. Results
of Henry, (ref. 113), are presented in Figure 7 along with a Kramer's
calculation. Cross section for the O+ processes have even shorter
wavelength thresholds, and are not considered to be of sufficient im-
portance to include in radiative transfer calculations.
For all of the carbon and oxygen free-bound vacuum ul._aviolet
cross-sections, the work of Hentry, (ref. i13), appears to offer most
: consistency in that the cross-section formulas give a good coh_romise ,
to the various theoretical calculations. These formulas compare with
the existing measurements better than most of the theories, and are
!
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i - _ presented in reference 113 in a convenient formulation for inclusion
: in radiative transfer computations. Furthermore, there is a scarcity
of recent vacuum UV measurements using latest techniques, and it is
_: felt that at the present time, detailed calculations o£ individual
i free-bound cross-sections have a better reliability than do most of
the measurements. For these reasons, the recommendation is that these
cross-section formulas be used for the transitions involved.
Some representative calculations have been made for the C and 0
VUV free-bound transitions. The general formula of reference 113:
.r
- o(_,) = Oedg e {a[X/_,o IS + (1 - a)[_,/Xo]S + 1} (42)
has been used to generate absorption coefficients for the combined
pertinent transitions and the corresponding spectral radianco. The
values of the empirical constants as given in reference 113 and used
:. in the calculations are:
S _ OedgeXl0 "18 cm2
C(3p) - C+(2P) 2.0 3.317 12.19 :_
, C(1D) - C+(2P) 1.5 2.789 10.30 :
: C(1S) - C*(2P) 1.5 3.501 9.59 _ r_
C+(2P) - C++(1S) 3.0 1.950 4.60 , _i
b
_ 0 (3p) . 0+ (4S) 1.0 2.661 2.94
_: O(3p) - O+(2D) 1.5 4.378 3.85
O(3p) - O+(2P) 1.5 4.311 2.26
O(1D) - O+(2D) 1.5 6.82.9 4.64
O(1D) - O+(2P) 1.5 4.800 1.95 _;
:_: 0  _;
_ O(1S) . (2p) 1.5 5.124 7.65 ; _
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Pigures 8 and 9 show the absorption coefficient per particle, or total ,_i
/.
cross-sectlon, for 0 and C at temperatures of 8000 and 12,000 K. It :s
r
is evident that this spectral quantity is notably insensitive to i!
temperatures in this range, i_
Figure I0 (a, b, c) sho_" some representative radiance calculations -__
:L
for the C and 0 transitions in the vacuum UV at temperatures of 8000, ,:;_
i0,000, and 12,000 K. The number densities of C and 0 used are those !:i
corresponding to equilibrium conditions in thermally excited CO2 at _:
_
a pressure of 1.013(10) 5 N/m_ (i arm.) The outstanding feature of the ,!_
'!;1
_: radiance calculations is the domins_,,ceof the carbon transitions. This
is duo to the influence of the Planck function as used in Kirchhoff's _
Law. Since these temperatures are representative of Venus entry shock _
layer conditions, more importance must be given the carbon transitions !_
for shock-heated CO2. _
:_ Even though negative ion concentrations are small, bound-free
photodetachment processes warrant some attention since the cross sec- -- _
tlons are relatively large over considerable portions of the spectrum. ,_
; The relevant processes are: _
4
_, C C Xedge = 990 nm _
f +hv* +e )
" O" Xedge _'_. 0 ° 855 nm _
_ Fortunately, experiment and theory appear to agree qu,_te well _ ._
for both ions, as can be seen on Figures II and 12. Figure Ii shows _
f :
;: the 0 cross section as computed from references 121, 122 and the i
4
: ,_
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_ measurements of reference 123. The C data of reference 124 shows ._
some differences at long wavelengths between measurement and theory,
but the discrepancy should not seriously affect overall radiative :_
_:' transfer. The dipole velocity calculations of references 125 and 126
_, are in good agreement. Henry, (ref. 125), illustrates the difference _
!i in the dipole-length and dipole-velocity formulations and the data at :_=
the shorter wavelengths suggests that the latter formulation is prefer- _!_
able. The present reco_endation is to use the calculation of Cooper *_
_ and Martin, reference 122, for both C" and O" photodetac_ent. _
x
n
g _
;}
N
I
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Atomic Lines
Transition probabilities for carbon and oxygen lines can be ob-
tained from Wiese, Smith, and Glennon, reference 127, who have care- i
fully surveyed sources in the literature and compiled reco_ended f- i
numbers. Data may be found for many more lines than are important in
radiative heating calculations. Wilson and Nicolet, reference 128, have
applied specified criteria to screen those transitions which ought to
be included, and have supplemented the NBS tables of reference 127 with ,
calculated f-numbers for additional lines. Reference 128, therefore,
' presents a good compilation for use in radiation calculations,but :
i the values from reference 127 which are based on experimentalmeasure- !
merit are to be preferred Also, references 129 to 131 present addi- i! •
tional experimental transition probabilities for carbon lines. The
recommended transition values, Tables XVI to XIX were thus obtained by
combining the above sources. It should be noted that reference 127 is
indicated in the tables even though this is not the prime source for
certain experimentally determined transitions. The sources of these
experiments may be obtained by referral to reference 127.
5
i For cases where absorption becomes important, a knowledge of the
_ line width and absorption shape is required• Tables of line half width _
and line shift data are included in reference 128, based on the theoryi
of electron impact broadening as set forth by Griem, reference 3.
This broadening mechanism leads to a Lorentz, or dispersion profile, i
• ,,k
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: _ and for lines which are optically very thick indicates that for practi-
• cal problems a substantial amount of energy is contained in the line
wings. In situations where moderate-to-high ionization occurs and
line radiation contributes less than about 15-20 percent of the total <
radiant transfer, electron impact broadening theory should yield accept-
_ able results. In other situations, a more detailed analysis is re-
quired--other broadening mechanisms become important and lead to
diffe,-ent llne widths and profiIes. For exmnple, in gases composed
primarily of neutral atoms and relatively few electrons, Doppler and ?
'i
resonance effects are the dominant broadening mechanisms. A good des-
cription of these effects is found in reference 152, where a detailed
analysis for NI atomic line radiation is presented. In this paper it
_ is also shown that for line series associated with high quantum num-
bers, mathematical simplifications may be made which treat these line "
v
series as a continuum. (See also ref. 133). --_
_5
s)
J_
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Cross Sections for Free-Free Continua
An excellent survey of theoretical methods for computing the
radiation from free-free transitions is given by Johnson in reference
134. Several theoretical studies are available in the open literature,
for example references 135-140.
Experiments show that ion-electron interactions (Kramer's radia-
tion) are adequately described by applying a correction for quantum
effects (Gaunt factor) to the semiclassical Kramer's cross section,
see references 141-143. We have found no evidence that significant '_
_: improvement in the cross section for Kramer's radiation can be made by
' departing from this relatively simple calculation. Thus it is recom-
mended that cross sections be obtained by using Kramer's cross sections
and appropriate Gaunt factors, reference 159.
The scattering of electrons by neutrals (neutral Bremsstrahlung) ._
is more complicated, since the effective scattering force is produced
k/ polarization of the atom by the incident electron. References 135, _-
.. 1_7, 140, and 144 show that for oxygen and nitrogen, theory and experi-
ment are in poor agreement for this process. Experimental results
: are usually formulated as effective values of for use in Kramer's :
formala, but Kramer's formula does not correctly describe the wave-
length oI temperature dependence. For oxygen, the experimental cross
sections (ref. 144 and 145) are about 2 percent as large for the neu- _
tr&l ms for the ion. No experimental data has been found for carbon.
For many cases it may be appropriate to neglect the neutral Bremsstrahlung. i!
1974014363-067
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(' ., When it is deemed necessary to include, experimental data close to the _-
desired thermodynamic state will be required for reasonably accurate _
cross sections.
L_
_J
i
5
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<SUM_Y OF _COFtdENDATIONS _t
As a result of the survey of published measurements and calcula- _
ti_as, the following values are recommended for u _ in rsdiatlve heat- ':
i ing calcul._tions for Venus entry: :_
Molecular Band S_stems
C2 Swan fel = 0'03(516"5/_)2'8 _f?
CO _ourth Positive tel = 0.15
_C+ Comet-T._il fel 7.24x10 "3 exp (7"73x109 + 8"91xlO'4_S s.= _
CN Violet fel = 0. 035 (388/X) __,7
c. A-x %: . o.oos3
CH B-X fel = 0.003 !
CH C-X feI = 0.0063 1 i
_,
CF A-X fel = 0.026 r_
CF B-X fel = 0.016 _
(The above relations use X in nanome_ers) :_
4
Free-BoundContinua _
, -_
For ,_oth carbon and t_xygen photoionizat_,m use the cross section :_
_omula of Hentry, reference 113; for photodetach_ent of C" and O" _:_
_, use the celeulations of Cooper and Martin, reference 122. _
Atomic L].nos :_
" Use g-nuabers as compil_ in Tables VII y to XI. _ _
: }
)
t
?
S
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_: " i Free-Free Continua
_, Ion-electron interactions are adequately described by Eramer's
formulation with Gaunt factors from Karzas and Latter, reference 139.
!_ Neutral-electron interactions may asually be neglected, but if included,
_- they must be based on experimental data close tc the desired thermody-
:! namic state. ;_.
,5;
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"- APPENDIX
"" OTHER BAND SYSTEMS '}
-?
¢
Some data have been collected concerning other band systems of i
5
;: C2, CN, CO, and CO+ . These other band systems have, in general, been _)
\ f
studied less extensively than those discussed in the main body of thi_
report, and in most radiative heating calculations they have been neg- "_
leered. (The Red system of CN is usually considered for earth entry,
but for Venus atmospheric models with little nitrogen, it is frequently ;
L
neglected.) The possible importance of these "minor" band systems _
has not been investigated so the extent of the errors incurred by :_
neglecting them are not known. The brief, not necessarily inclusive, _
summary of abso!ute intensity studies which follows represents the :_
extent of the work which has been uncovered for these band systems. "
No recommendations as to best values are made. .-_
C2 Phillips System A'_ X '_+. A value of fel = 0.0165 at the 0,0 ;_;
bandhead (X = 1210 rim) is given by We-rink, et al. reference 7. Cle- _ j
menti, reference 28, calculated a value of fel = 0.0027 with hybridi- i
: zation considered. Hicks, reference 25, reported a ratio '_
t' ' ]
- _Phillips
= 0.468 d
; f(l ,0)Swan -¢
which was based on experimental measurements. Using the present recom-
mendation for the Swan system, Hicks' result would yield fel = .025 :_.,_
V
for the Phillips system.
).
e
i ¢ g
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_ _2 poslundres d'A zumbuja System - C';Ig_:__. A value of re1 =
0.0061 at the 0-0 b_dhead was reported by Wentink et al. (ref. 7)
bused on radiative lifetimes measured in laser blow-off experiments.
Shull, reference 29, and Clementi, reference 28, calculated f-numbers
considering hybridization and reported values of 0.17 and 0.065 respec-
tively. In reference 26, Stephenson did not consider hybridization
and computed a value of 0.039.
+
_2 '" - A '_u. Wentink et al , reference 7,Freymark System E '.g
estimated from calculations a radiative lifetime of 53 nanoseconds
from which they compute fel at 0-0 = O.Oll.
i _2 Fox Herzber_ System e3ng a 311u. Sviri_iov et al., reference 21,
i estimated an upper limit for fel < 0.011. Wentink et al., reference
7, give a calculated value = 0.00312. Clementi, reference 28, cal-
culated fel = 0.8184.
_2 + - X '_ + Wentink et al., reference 7,Mulliken System D 'Eu g_.
give a probable lower bound as fel = 0.0205. Clementi, reference 28,
calculated re1 = 0.1025 using a value of 8.5 percent of hybridiza-
tion. Smith, reference 25, obtained fel = .055 in a lifetime measure-
ment.
Balllk - Ramsay System b 3Z" -- a 3_ . Clementi (ref. 28) reportsg U ' '
a calculated fel = .0066.
2111, " +CN,Red S_stem A - X _ . The variation of the transition moment
was determined from relative intensity measurements by Dixon and
Nichollsj reference 146. Wentink, Isaacson, and Morreal, reference
_,.
] 974014363-072
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147, measured a lifetime of 3.5 microseconds from which they quoted :)i
i a corresponding a band oscillator strength fv,v,(O,O) = 0.0037. ?,
3.
Jeuneho_e, (ref. 148), measured lifetimes of 6.4 to 7.4 microseconds
_;_ and calculates fv,v,,(O,0) = 0.0054. The inconsistency of these two _
sets of data is attributed by Jeunehomme to neglect of a degeneracy
term in the former result, and he states the Wentink, Isaacson, and :_
:!' Morreal result should be interpreted as fv,v,,(0,0) = 0.0074. Schadee, _
: (ref. 5), used the Dixon and Nicholls measurements, normalized to
Jeunehonuao's result at the 0-0 bLndhead and obtained a wavelength _
i _:_
variation of fel (X). ltis result can be closely approximated by '_"
7 "if
fel " _- (X in nanometers). }_,_.
CO Cameron Band S_sZem ,a 311_, X '_+. The a 31I state of CO is .)
metastable, and transition to the singlet ground state is forbidden :}
because of spin change. The transition is observed, however, because 3,
,k
of spin-orbit mixing with the A 'n state. A wide range of lifetimes _)
and f-numbers are quoted in the literature, (ref. 149 to 160), as )_
shown in Table kl. A best value of fel appears to be about 6 x 10 7 ._i_, .
-_ ,_
at the 0-0 band. This value was obtained b _sson and N1cholls, _i
(ref. 155) and is in good agreement with the .'.due obtained by '_
Fairbairn, (rcf. IS3, 154), and the calculation by Ja_es, (ref. 160).
_: Very little trend in fel with wavelength was observed by Lawrence ,_
, V" = 0 SO a constant :,and Seitel, (ref. 157), for v' = 0 to 5, , _:
oscillator strength appears justified. _
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_ _ CO Ho_field Birge System B 1Z+ _0.. - - X I_+. Lassettre and Silverman, .:
(ref. 37), quoted an integrated oscillator strength fel = 0.03 _
based on electron scattering. Later work, reference 38, suggested
; this should be reduced by the factor 0.727. Heyer et al., (ref. ;?
_" 161), measured electron impact spectra and obtained fel = 0,0224. ._
! ,i
t Hesser, reference 43, measured a radiative lifetime of 25 nanoseconds.
They system is narrow in wavelength, as are several other ultraviolet '_
:. systems of CO, so a wavelength-dependence of the oscillator strength
_. is not required.
CO Hopfield - Birge System C I_+ _ xlff. Lassettre and Silve_an's, :._
(ref. 37) electron scattering measurements led to an estimated fel ,_
0.28, but they state this value may not be too reliable. By the _
same reasoning as was applied to the B-X transition, Lassettre and
Skerbele, reference 38 conclude the earlier value should be reduced :_, ?i
by the factor 0.727. Meyer, Skerbele, and Lassettre, reference 161, "_
reported a value fel = 0.53. Hesser, in reference 43, reported an
experimental radiative lifetime x = 1.4 nanoseconds. ;i
CO Third Positive Band S_stem b 3Z+ :
- a . Barrow et al., reference
162, measured the relative intensity of the vibrational bands in
/i
this system but made no absolute measurements. Robinson and Nicholls, ')_
_. (ref. 163) measured relative intensities and fit the relation ..
_: Re (-1 + 0.943r) i,!
_- to their data through the use of calculated r-centroid values. Tawde ,
and Patil, in reference 164, performed a similar analysis using the :_
data of reference 162 and obtained i _'
•'T '?'
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>
Re a (l - O.0433r) _._-_
Schwenker, {ref. 165), measured a radiative lifetime of 86 nanosec- ,,
10-3 f_ends from which he quotes f = 8.9 x . Fowler and Holzberlein, .p
(ref. 166), measured : - 40 nanoseconds while Moore and Robinson, _;
}i (ref. 73), measure, I 97 nanoseconds. Y'i
CO Angstrom Band System B I_ + A _II. Robinson and Nic.,olls, {ref. .s_._
163), measured relative intensities for the v' = 0 progression, i_
Fowler and Holzberlein, (ref. 166), obtained T • 75 nanoseconds :_.
_ while Moore and Robinson, (ref. 73), quoted a transition probability _
for the v' • 0 progression: ",:
AB. A = 1.11 x 10 7 sec -1 :_! ?,
which would correspond to a radiative lifetime of 90 nanoseconds.
Using this latter value and the Frauck-Condon factors given in ref- : ;!:
_, erence 73, equation 29 yields: ;--_
f = 0 03 ._
: ol '
? .4
CO Asundi Band Szstem a' 3E+ -a 31Ir. The Astmdi Bands extend through ,_
_: most of the visible, but are not very intense. Wentink et al., (ref. _
: 7), performed extensive lifetime measurements and concluded a best t
fit was obtained for a constant transition moment, which corresponds
:j
,% ,,,:
?
:: to fel(0,O) = 1.50 x 10 !!._ +
:J_ CO+ First Negative Band System B2E+ X'E . Experimentally deter- ,_
??
> mined values of the radiative lifetime for various levels of the B-X _ _<:
_ transition have been reported in references 42, 43, 165. and 169-172. -:-
-)
"._, ¢
e,
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; All of the sources with the exception of references I05 and 1o9, ob-
tained lifetimes in the range 44 to 60 nanoseconds. Tile variation
of the transition moment with r-centroKi has been studied in refer-
ences 1o7, 1(_8, 1,"3 and 17.1 without a conclusive determination, but?'
': the variation of R would appear to be small. B)' using the life=
e
time measurements of llesser, (ref. 43), Isaacson et al., (ref. lb7),
_{ - .
r
,_: calculated fel : 0.014,1, assuming a construct transition moment. They :
) obtained t" = 0 01'_' for a varying trm_sition moment. Itowever, in
view el tilt, apt_,_retlt small variation of the transition moment, the :)
former value tt'cl = tl,01.1.! at the 0,0 bandhead) seems preferable.
=,
i
J
4
g, 'g
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TABLE VII C3 ABSORPTION CROSS SECTION
T = 5200 K
-3
N = 3.268 E  16cc
2 i 2
_j _ Oj Cm _, nm I J, cm
I '497.Sl 3.508E-18 4iS.80 t i.590E-17492.13 3.74SE-18 413.05 i I.-_'-_-i7
!
486.58 3.988E-18 J 410.68 I 1 .893E-17
I
480.31 4.240E-18 [
409.16 2.064E-J ~
!
474o61 4. 626E-18 407.50 1 2o_48E-17
467.73 5"317E-18 Ii 405.6_ i _'4_9E-17I =
461.25 5.864E-18 I1!I 403.39 t 2.591E-17
' 455.58 5.979E-18 ;_ 401.6i ! _ b93E-17J
i 2."55E-17
450.25 7.066E-18 il;! 397.4_ ; . _7E-i _
448.43 7.658E-18 ;I 395.57 ', ._.806E-1 _
447.03 8.378E-18 393.86 I 2.797E-17
I
445.63 8.b89E-1- 395.0_ ' 2.744E-17
443.07 8.885E-18 391.85 2.665E-17
440.72 9.073E-18 390.32 2.641E-17
438.98 9.946E-18 388.80 2.576E-17 • _'_'mt;am,_
437.25 1.067E-17 385.36 2.476E-17
434.22 1.157E-17 382.26 2.416E-17
431.41 1.237E-17 379.22 2.370E-17
427.72 1.325E-17 , 375.37 2.299E-17
423.37 1.460E-17 372.72 2.238E-17
420.87 1.480E-17 369.96 2.191E-17
418.41 1.514E-17
t
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TABLE IX FRANCK-CONDONFACTORS
C2 SWAN BAND SYSTEM
Reference 30
V"
Vt L......
0 1 2 5 4 5 6 7
, ,. ,, .
0.7213 0.2206 0.0476 0.0088 0.0015 0.0002 0,0000 0.0000
0.2506 0.3371 0.2803 0.0999 0.0254 0.0054 0.0010 0.0002
0.0272 0.3742 0.1381 0.2621 0,1377 0.0453 0.0119 0.0027
0.0008 0.0659 0.4255 0,0477 0.2112 0.1572 0.0647 0.0202
0.0000 0.0022 0.I055 0.4446 0.0143 0,1576 0.!592 0.0782
0.0000 0.0028 0.1541 0.4585 0,0046 0.1137 0.1525
0.0002 0.0019 0.1492 0.4831 0.0042 0.0804
j 0.0000 0,0008 0.0001 0.1413 0.5192 0.0103i
J
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TABLE X - FRANCK-CONDON FACTORS FOR CH A-Z
V"O 1 2 3
J
V' .9930 .........
0 .9996 .0002 .0000 .0000
•9923 .0071 .0005 ---
--- .9867 ......
1 .0002 99s6 .oool 0000
.0074 .9843 ___ J i__
...... .9894 ---
2 .0000 .0001 .9947 .0028
.0002 .........
3 .0000 .0000 .0032 .9819
Ist ref. 103 RKR -_
2nd ref. 104 Morse
3rd ref. I01 Morse
TABLE X 5- FRANCK-COWOON FACTORS FOR CH B-X
0 I 2 3
V' .8623 .i187 .0179 ---
0 5937 .0006 .1691 .0525
' .7042 --- .0278 ---
.1231 .3538 .2110 .0967
: 1 .0013 .2176 .0167 .1116
.1557 .1239 ......
2 .1845 .0166 .0004 .0162
•0379 .........
f
3 .0000 ,2174 .0012 .0745
.0077 .........
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TABLE XII-FRANCK-CONDON FACTORS FOR
CH C-X BAND SYSTEbl
V" 0 1 2 3
V' .9q95 .........
: 0 .9997 1.57 x 10-5 2.35 x 10-4 6.29 x 10-6
.9997 ..........
--- .9979 ......
--- .9963 ......
...... •9860 ---
............
• - ..... .9740 ---
......... .9487
......... .9046
: Ist value 103 RKR potential
2nd value I01 Morse potential
3rd value "" Horse potential
I
I
, I
_L " i
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TABLE XlII FRANCK-CONDON FACTORS
CN VIOLET BAND SYSTEM
Reference 30
V tt
V ! ,.
I
0 1 2 3 4 5 1 6 7
0.9179 0.0760 0.0058 0.0003 0.0000
0.0809 0.7795 0.!240 0.0143 0.0012 _.0001 0.0000 0.0000
0.0012 0.1417 0.6754 0.1550 0.0239 0.0026 0.0002 0.0000
0.0000 0,0028 0.1905 0.5929 0.1745 0.0342 0.0046 _ 0.0005
0.0000 0.0043 0.2318 0.5279 0.!825 0_0452 0.0071
0.0000 0.0001 0.0054 0.2668 0.4824 0.1781 0.0554
0.0000 0.0002 0.0050 0.2933 0.4583 0.1640
0.0000 0.0007 6.0032 0.3095 0.4554
T
_.albWJW
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TABLEXIV FRANCK-CONDON FACTORS
CO FOURTH POSITIVE BAND SYSTEM
Reference 107
Vt V_ I0 I 2 3 4 S 6 7
0 0.1140 0.2640 0.2850 0.1950 0.0947 0.0346 0.0099 0.0023
i 0.2200 0.1540 0.0023 0.0800 0.1950 0.1840 0.i050 0.04 _-.
2 0.2340 0.0104 0.0947 0.1130 0.0035 0.0627 0.1680 0.1640
3 0.1830 0.0246 0.i150 0.0001 0.0943 0.0788 0.0000 0.0754
4 0.1180 0.0954 0.0289 0.0642 0.0606 0.0099 0.i010 0.0443
5 0.0666 0.1290 0.0017 0.0903 0.0004 0.0855 0.0164 0.0396
6 0.0342 0,1!70 0.0413 0.0347 0.0509 0.0347 0,029S 0.0682
7 0.0165 0.08S8 0.0841 0.0003 0.0741 0.0014 0.0703 O.O00S
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TABLE XV FRANCK-CONDON FACTORS
CO+ COMET-TAIL BAND SYSTEM
Reference 107
V)!
0 _ i 2 3 4 5 6 7
0 0,042310,1520 0,2500 0,2520 0,1740 0,0864 0,0322 0,009!
J
1 0,1130 0,1930 0,0812 0,0005 0,0918 0,1910 0,1770 0,1000
2 0,1670 0,0987 0,0028i 0,1080 0,0856 0,0004 0,0726 0,1740
3 0.i800 I 0,0141 0,0726! 0,0705 0,0036 0,0969 0,0630 0,0010
I
4 0,1590 0,0045 0,0961 0,0010 0,0765 0,0371 i 0.0188 0,0988
S 0,1220 0.0414 0,0498 0,0305 0,0581 0,0079 0,0788 0,0063
6 0,0850 0,0789 0,0007 0.0703 [0,0039 0,0620 0,0151 0,0419
7 0,0549t 0,0952 0,0034 0,0586 0,0140 0,0485 0,0116 0.0567 "
C
),
, '
i )
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TABLE XVI I.INES OF NEUTRAL CARBON, CI
Wavelength I
Line No. nm Energy, ev I f-number i Ref.
1 1973.7 0.628 I 'p 1.o6 -ol t 12s
2 1858.3 0,667 [ 9.85E-01 I 128
3 1788.6 0.693 1,52E-01 128I
4 1786.0 0.694 ] . 03E+O0 128
5 1753.2 0.707 I 1.04E+O0 128
6 1688.6 0.734 f 7.40E-01 1277 1603.5 0.773 J I.i4E*00 128
8 1502.5 0.825 I 1.81E-01 128
t
9 1461." 0.848 [ 1.86E-0! 128
10 1454.8 0.852 ! 2.75E-01 12.8
ii 1441.2 0.860 _ 7.24E-01 128 !
12 1270.0 O.976 l.SgE-Oi 128
13 1259.1 0.985 2.49E-01 127
14 1235.8 1.003 1.63E-0[ 128
15 1220.0 I.016 I.665-0i 128
16 1177.1 1.053 2.3_L-0i 128
17 1175.5 1.055 I 7.0Oh-Oi 127
18 1166.4 1.063 9.60_ -Of 127
19 1164.i 1.065 1.32E-01 127
20 1145.8 l 1.082 1.75E-01 128
21 1133.0 ].094 6.30E-OI ! 127
22 1069.5 1.159 2.54E-01 128
23 1069.5 1.159 5.00E-01 127
24 1041.6 1.190 1.34E--02 : 128
25 1012.4 i 1.225 2.62E-01 1 12726 960.1 i i. 91 IooE-ok 127
27 833.5 L 1.487 3,20E-02 130
28 828.0 I 1.497 1.90E-02 128
29 7_0.3 1.6E2 2.10E-02 128
30 716.9 1.729 : 2.20E-02 128
31 ¢67.5 1.857 i 2.40E-02 128 _--
32 660.7 1.876 i .OOE-02 I 128
33 658.8 1.882 8.46E-'33 [ 129
34 631.4 i.964 p 2.50E-02 128 •
35 579.8 2.138 1. O_,i:- 03 129
36 538.0 2.304 7.47E 03 129
37 505.2 2.454 1.lIE-02 129
38 504.1 2,459 1.02E-03 130
39 493,2 2.514 4.27E-03 129
40 482.6 2.569 I 4,40F-04 129
41 481.7 2.574 I 4.521-04 129_ _2 477.0 2.599 4,74E-03 129
?
7
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TABLE XVI, CONTINUED
Wavelength ILine No. nm Energy, ev f-number Ref.
..... A
f
43 493.2 2.514 4.74E-03 I 130
44 437.1 2.836 !.69E-03 J 129
45 426.9 2.904 I 1.05E-03 129
46 247.8 5.003 9.40_-02 127
47 193.1 6.421 8.20E-02 127
48 176.7 7.016 1.41E-02 128 "
49 175,1 7.081 1.2"2-01 i2"
50 165.7 7.482 1 "OE-OI i 127
51 160.6 7.720 5.34E-03 128
52 160.5 7._25 3.67E-02 128
53 IS6.1 7.£'_t2 9.10£-02 127
#,
54 154._ 8.C_0 _ 1.97£-03 ]28
55 154.3 8.0_5 i 2.60E-03 128
56 15_.3 8.i}!i 1.16E-02 128
57 151.i 8.2G_ 1.47E-03 128
58 149.3 8.30_ I 7.40E-93 _28
59 149.3 8.30,\ 9.07E-0_ 128
60 148.1 8 571_ I.iOE-C? 127
I
61 148.0 8.577, 5.01E-05 128
62 147.0 8.434 \ 1.42E-02 128
63 146.3 8.474 _ I 9.30E-02 127
64 145.9 8.498 _ 7.00E-03 127
65 143.1 8.664 _ 1.30E-OI 127
66 ]35.7 9.136 ! i S.26E-03 _8
67 135.6 9.143
,,] 3.62E-02 12_
68 132.8 9.336 I_ 3.80k-C2 127
69 13!.2 9.450 1 1.93E-02 128
70 1"1.2 9.450 i 2,55E-03 128
71 129.0 9.(,11 , i.!4E-02 128
72 128.8 9.626 I 1 43E-03 128
73 127.8 9.701 1 1.95E-02 128
74 127.8 9.701 _ 3.80E-03 127
75 127.7 9.709 _ 6.30E-02 127
76 127.5 9.724 I 7.22E-03 128
77 ]27,5 9.724 1 6.85E-04 128
78 126.5 9.801 {' 4\_88E-03 128
79 126 0 9.840 ! 2\90E-02 127• 1
80 119.2 10.401 { 7.\9E-03 128
81 119 1 10.410• 4.kSE-02 128
82 115,7 10.716 j 2.CIE-02 128
83 115.7 lO.716 ] 3,4\ -o3 128
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TABL_ XVi, CO_CLUDED
- _ Wavelength T
Line No. nm Energy, ev f-ntur.ber Rcf.
84 114.0 10.875 7.0SE-OI 128
85 i14.0 i I0.S75 i.SSE-02 128
86 113.9 i0.885 ' i.95E-05 128 i
87 I12.8 i 10.99i 9.80E-03 128 J'p ,88 112.8 10.991 !.20E-03 128 '89 101.8 12.179 ].05E+O0 i28
90 94.5 I 13.122 I ".70E Ol !27
91 91.1 t !3.605..... 1 2.95E-01 28
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TABLE XVII LINES OF NEUTRAL OXYGEN, Ol
Wavelength
Line No. nm Energy, ev f-number Ref.
1 5484.5 0.226 1.90E-OI 128
2 5274.5 0.235 1.97E-01 128
3 1820.1 0.681 9.72E-01 128
4 1799.0 0.689 9.84E-01 128
5 1609.7 0 770 2.15E-03 128
6 1591.I 0 779 2 17E-03 128
7 1402.1 _ 0 884 1 63E-01 127
8 1255.8 0 987 I 61E-01 128
9 1245.7 0 995 1 62£-01 i28
I0 1128.9 1 098 7 50£-01 127
Ii 1095.0 1.!32 ! 735-01 127
12 926.3 1.338 900E-OI 127
13 844.9 1.467 8.98E-01 127
14 777.6 1.594 9.22E--01 i27
15 736.5 ' 1.683 1.62E-02 127
16 701.5 I.V67 3.98E-02 127
17 641.9 1.931 1.48_-02 127
.8 615.1 2.016 6.64E-02 127
19 596.2 2.060 3.97E-03 128
20 532.7 2.527 1.40£-02 127
21 443.9 2.793 5.60E-03 127
22 391.4 3.!68 2.29E-03 127
23 371.6 3.33b 1.28E-02 128
24 334.0 3.7!2 1.43E-02 128
25 130.5 9.500 3.IOE-02 127
26 121.7 10.187 1.30E-01 127
27 115.2 10.762 9.00E-02 127
28 112.6 11.011 1,85E-02 128
29 105.0 11.808 4.89E-03 128
30 104.6 11.853 1.99E-02 128
31 102.7 12.072 1.00E-02 127
52 101.9 12.167 1.88E-03 128
53 99.8 12.427 3.50E-02 127
54 99.0 12.524 4.70E-02 127
35 98.0 12.654 5.24E-03 128
36 97.6 12.702 2.13E-02 128
37 97.3 12.738 1.54E-02 128
38 96,0 12.915 7.01E-02 128
59 95.3 13.008 2.01E-03 128
40 95.0 13.051 1.05E-02 128
41 93,8 13.223 1.88E-02 128 .
42 93.7 13,232 2.22E-02 128 :
5
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TABLE XVII, CONCLUDED
Wavelength
Line No. nm Energy, ev f-number Ref.
43 93.7 13.236 6.57E-03 128
44 93.0 13.334 4.27E-03 128
45 92.5 13.397 2.93E-03 128
46 92.2 13.450 1.SOE-02 127
47 91.8 15.S01 5.60E-03 128
48 91.4 13.559 4.97E-03 128
49 91.3 13.$85 4.94E-02 128
50 89.5 13.856 2.14E-05 128
51 89.2 13.898 3.35E-02 128
52 88.3 14.033 5.82E-03 128
53 87.9 14.108 3.70E-02 127
54 87.8 14.116 3.85E-02 128
53 86.2 14.386 2.23E-03 128
56 85.9 14.426 2.61E-02 128
57 83.1 14.925 2.50E-02 128
58 81.7 15.181 2 54E-02 128
59 81.2 15.276 6.91E-03 128
60 81.2 i5.276 7.70E-03 !27
61 80.5 15.405 1.22E-02 128
62 78.8 15.726 6.52E-03 128
63 78.4 15.810 1.44E-02 128
64 77.6 15.979 6.62E-03 128
65 77.2 IA.064 2.43E-02 128
66 77.1 16.078 2.49E-03 128
67 76.9 16.120 9.71E-03 128
68 75.9 16 335 2.53E-03 128
69 75.7 16 376 1.64E-02 128
70 73.5 16 873 2.83E-02 128
71 72.6 17 084 2.32E-02 128
72 70.2 17,671 7.32E-03 128
73 69.8 17 757 1.61E-02 128
74 68.8 lS 026 2.79E-03 128
75 68.6 18.068 1.09E-02 128
i
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TABLE XVlIl LINES OF IONIZED CARBON, CII
Wavelength
Line No. nm Energy, ev f-number Re£.
e = , ,
1 392.0 3.163 1.43E-01 131
2 283.7 4.370 1.33E-01 131
3 251.1 4.937 1.36E-01 131
4 133.5 9.287 2.70E-01 127
S 103.6 11.967 5.90E-02 127
6 90.4 13.713 S.20E-O1 127
7 85.8 14.443 4.60E-02 127
8 80.8 15.340 1.23E-02 128
9 68.7 18.039 2.60E-01 127
10 65.1 19.039 4.88E-0] 128
11 64.2 19.321 1.65E-0t 128
12 63.6 19.494 1.05E-02 128
TABLE XIX LINES OF IONIZED OXYGEN, OII
=.
Wavelength
Line No. run Energy, ev f-number Re£.
i
1 83.3 14.880 4.30E-01 127
2 79.7 15.566 7.00E-02 127
3 71.8 17.258 2.50E-01 127
4 67.3 18.427 6.30E-02 127
5 64.4 19.252 1.SOE-01 127
i \
r
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Ref.
_"0 Hagan 18
Jeunehomme 16Fairbairn 19
6 _ _ Sviridov 20
Sviridov 21
Harrington 22
4 _ a Arnold 17
Wentink 7
Hicks 23
<> _ Fink 24
2 _ v Smith • 2.5
_-0 Stephenson 25
<) ,_ i3 Lyddane 21Clementi 28
_ Shull 2910-1 _
_8 _ _ Spindler 30Coulson 31,. <3 Mental/ . 32
_ 6 (Normalized)
_ 'el-0.03 (.-5_.___._5._2"8
5
2 " "<k_
, 10-2
8
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o
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i Figure1.- Electronicoscillatorstrengthsfor C2 Swanbandsystem.
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